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to center of pin holes. ·. The· pins were 11-1/2 · inch diameter cast steel- .. ~ . . ' .. ;. 
. 
. 
·· having a hardness similar to that of .the. steel bar •. · The reduced -section·· 
. 
-· . 
·····--··· - . 
... . 
of -the bar averaged 11. 98. inches wide~·-by 1.81 inches thick. The pin· hqle,s' . 
. 
. -~ 
. .. ·---- - .. 
. 
. 
·'were double center~d making the hole diameter 11.546 inches transversely . · 
. 
. 
.· , · ·--· .· -anc1~-1C65<Jinclies--Tongi-ftidlnally. Tli-e·-crouble-centering pr~~ided addition-~! · ~ . ··~-- . . ", . - . :- . 
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________ ·· -~~---C,-~~-,--'2--.~~7'---:.,_:-clearance-:: ... for~--e-rect-ion-.-----'rhe---eutsi<ie--r-ad-~us-·-o·f----the··-~yellar· ·:he-ad:·--was approxi-. 
· inately .14.·3t inches wfth an av.erag·e thick~ess .of. 1. 75 inche·s. · A .full 
I' ,., 
··.·· .. · leng.th.view of the· eyebar· ,is. shown in ·Fig. l ·and dimensions of t·h~ head _:.· .. 
are given in Fig. 2. 
. : __ ··. ; .. 
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·t~e eyebar rather· th:an in· the head. 
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. The maximum design working stress ·was 
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However 2 the present AASHO specifications1 I'eq~ire that the steel shall 
be of a weldable grade a~d is not acceptable · because of the :high carbon 
. . .. . 
·· content of this steel.· 
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-The AASHO Specifi~ations- -for .eyebar design require the following. 
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.. •r· - ----~-------- ·- ---~ ~-- ,-
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· geometric conaideratio_ns: I . 
' , , ., 
. 
. 
- lo The .net.section through a pin hole.should be at .. 
least. 35. percent . greater· than the section through:. the body 
of the bare. 
i 
. . ( .: .. 
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. l ···.-
-·- ·--·----~---, . --::·--
2. The net se-ction back of ·the_ ·pin hole should not be· -- - . '----· ~----
. ...... 
··· less than 75 percent. of the- requited bar width. ~-
. ~-, 
.) 
.. ----- --·-··--·-· ·--3. · The pin d-iame-ter is required to be· not· l,es.,s than. -95 
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~-:_::~~:~·~~--"--,--.-;~~'"--~~-~--~ ~--'"-:---i,-er·cent of the width of the bar section· for this steel • 
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· 4. The thickness of the ·eyebar should be not less than· 
1/8· ·of the bar width, nor less ·than 1/2 inch-, nor greater 
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·.· than 2 inches. · 
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. 2.2 · Instrumentation .. . ..,, ..• 
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.. --. . -- ~- --- - -The. instrumentation of the .specimen consis:ted- .·o·f elect;rical···r:e~i.s-· 
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· tance .strain g~ges. for strain measurement·, . and. ·an· ~~xtetls.ometer· to~ prov~4~ ? , · 
· .. 
. . . . .:..·:-~- -~· .. _.; __ . ··.= · .. 
- · .,~continuous record of strains at midheight of the bar. Most of the strain 
• 
gag·es were ·in the fo~---of_ rosettes so ·tha~-,principal ·stresses __ could be 
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· ·_· · . strain gage elements· mounted on the eye bar. 
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::~e·-.~lectrical· res!Stgt;,.Ce ·straiJ1::_gages·· we-re .ins-t'alled--oii ___ tl1e:· specimen 
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. ~ontained -three strain measur.ing element·s a·rranged in a rectangu1ar rosette, 
each with a· gage ~ength of O. 28. in·ches. Four type 28 gages at a distance 
of 0-. 2 inches· from the pin hole were ·placed -as clcise _ as :poss.ible to the 
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. · edge and had a gage· length of 0.28 inches. - Six type 80 strain .gages were 
·,,--,--~,7,~- .· ..... .'.:.· ___ ·---· ·----,7.-.:-,·:-~:·.-:···-. ·--· • 
· ~ •. 
-•_installed ~t midheight of the· bar with. a gage length of Oo80 inches. · 
. . . , . ~ : . . 
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Rosette strain ·gag.es were mounted ·ort both heads of the eyebar •. · 
:. Opposite faces wer~ also provided with rosette st~ain gages· to check the -< 
,------:(1:....J .. 
- . variat_ion of stress through · the thickne~s of the materia19 · One _face of 
one head was instrumented with 48 rosette ·gages· along eight different ·-
- secti9ns and two linear gages near ~he edge -·of the pin hole on a 
--·- ------ .· .. - :.---, .... ·-· . .'~·--_.. . .-· .... --.: 






, face also had· i ... linear gages O. 2 inches from the pin hole. The dimens·ions 
, and gage l_engtp. of the: various mentioned strain gages are given in Fig. : -
.... 3. ,. ·" 
. -~- - -·-,_-----·· The strain gage orientation, locaticin, .. and numb,er-ing _ system -is · 
,_, _____ :.__! ___ ~ .:_ ____ , ---· -----------------
Figure 4 ·shows -the_ gage_s_ .on. the_ upper head with __ · :._-. ----·-· --"-·-: -- ~-- .---·--~. ----.--. -: -- . ----- -- ---- --- ---; -- - -
. 
· the most• rosette gages, whereas· Fig •. 5 shows· th·e typical arrangement used 
- - - ------·---····- -·-----·-··. ----·----.. ·-----·-------·----~- ·.· ----. '_·: in the. re~~ining faces with 12- rosette gages. · Where two numb·ers appea~ . : · -
- . at the same .. rosette, th~ _hJ.gher ntnnber refers _ to -· the set of ,gages: on. the . · 
-opposite face. of_ the hea~.- Only the number of the gage perpendicular to._-· 
·a. radius from. the pi~ __ 9Q!~~--J~_~ __ gj._yen_~ ____ Tbe ____ o_the_r __ , __ gages-we-re-ntitn.bered-cloc-k-~--·--~-~-~.-~ .. ~ .. ~--~,·----·:: - ----------- -- ---- ------·---~--···'. ......... _,,_____ - .. ' ... --·-·------·------ -·---·--···-------·--·- -----· -· - ' . '. . ' 
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-w~se in consecutive order fro~- the numbered gages.· The number of the-: -
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- . single gages at ~he.- edge of the -pin hole aµd ci:t:~midheight of- t:he oar ar·e · · c · · · 
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_ ------------- _: · : :- ·_ -. Figure 5 shows the· arrangement of the··-strain gages on -·.the· lower~---~-~-----.. --~-- . 
~ead of · the. eyebar where only rosette gages were· placed on hor-izontal. 
. . ~- .. 
and vertical sections. . The numbering system used is simil~r to the s·ystem 
. for the upper head with the gage number -on the front face being given on. 
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. A Baldwin extensometer ·with a 12 inch gage length was placed at . ' ''j. =··: .-_ 
-- -_-~: - "; · .. 
. . 
. . . t . -----·-·-······-····-midh et ght on the longitudinal axis of the eye15aro Tnf·s· permitt~d. a con-
-- , ...•.. :," .. -· ·--
·_ tinuous record -of average strain to· be plotted · during the -test a · . This -- •----
. ·_record was: terminated at a. lo_~d of 1775 kii>s- to· prevent destruction of 
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.. 2.3 Test .Preparation _--
·nie ·loading fiJCtures :for·:·the ·test: ~re shown· in Fig. 6 •. · - The eyebar 
·. 
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--·- ----··- .-·· . -, .. 






The test fixtures consisted of-two clevises a11dpins which were mounted 
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' -- ~ -··-_ -.. _------·----:--~.,-._ ~--te-~the upper crosshead _ and the moving erosshead· of ·:the testing machine •. 
Because the clevis pin .was ·only 10 -inches· in :diameter while the·~----~--~~---~--_---:·· 
pin hole diameter for· the eyebar was approximately_ 11-1/2 inches-,-:-~a 10-· _- __ -· 
"inch diameter hole was bored -through the center of an _9riginal 11.;.l/2 · · 
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'-inch diameter pin to pr.ov·ide a bushi~g- f(?r the ·10 inch pins of the test ·. 
_________________ _ 
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fixtureso These s-leeves .- placed on the· · clevis _ pins provided the prol?er ' • 'I• . ,l •'. . ~/ . • . r 
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were laid.out at: 12-inch intervals along the shank of tl_le bar starting 
. 
. from the extensometer position· ~t midheighto These.- scribe lines were • I 
.. . posi·t;ioned over a length of 18 feet . on. the sl1ank .. of. the bar 0 '.- -The cross-
section dimensions were also measured at ea.ch scribe line. _ Elongation · .... 
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Surfaces where. linear and ro$ette strain gages had been placed were 
·' 
_. "Cll 
.. · ... ·. ,ground to make sur.e that proper measuremen:t of strain over ·a uniform surface 
· - ·. · :-was attainedo. · After instrumenta.tion: was. ·completedJ_:the e.yebar ·was white-:··:· 
··--=·washed· to observe·· surface· slip lines which are visib°Ie· in the ma~erial · 
·, ·: · .. a:t-· points of yield'ii;ig. . The progress. of. yi~ld _ lines . was· noted during-~=--_,_ -- '" ....... s.:.-.· .. --:-'··.: ' 
~~ ,_.\::loadiµg increments and -photographs were t~en ·of the _-p~tte.rns. -._. :.~""\~ 
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The bar. was then . teste.d _to------"·~-. 
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. . . . Then increments of ·so :kips. 
. .-, ; . 
- -were us·ed for recording data fro;···s-t;rain gages on the horizontal axis · · • 
., - . . 
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. - . . 
··through. the pin holes. , These partial rea.cli'Q.gs were -taken for the ·cr.itica·1· .. 
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readings· were ta~en at-,,20.0 kip increments up to 1650 kips whi~h was · -·· 
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-· _A compi_-efe'-:-set of -read.ings -- were also · ta.!cen · -at working le>ad which·--~dev_el<:>ped 
- - --- - - - -- - - -
---····.······,----·--·---·,--- ~--
__ ........ -~:-.---~'.....~,, .. :·:-- · a .-stress. of 50 ksi in ·the -shank of the baro --- The_ la$t stra.in g~ge~d-a-ta 
··-·-· . 
... 
was taken at 1650. kips. where -y_ielding in the. shank had· taken· p~_ace. '. · __ -__ -_ -. 
··Loading- was -conti:nued until ·si~ifi.ca~t yielding thr~ughout the entire bar --
.• ,.,1, 
was ·observed ·from flaking of the whitewashed s:urface. Then the extensometer-- . ' 
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The pro_blem' of determining ·the -st-ress di·strib.ution in eye~shape·d 
bars lo~Q-~Q___l:ly___a._pi_n: ____ ftl.l_~ng the hole has _ been attempted by many .different -







---~-----,~,the entire dis~ribution of stress, but many have ·attempf:~d to. calcul.ate · 
_., . , 
stresses·at critical sections onthe .head.of the ·bar. 
'-----·-:-·' 
- -
· · -_ To· date investigations have been .primarily ·concerned. w~th the· · 
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___ . _, ._M,·--M••~---·-·-••-•• · ...... ·-~-. ~--------:-··..----,---------.:----·' 
--. • 
~___,. 
-·--------.-. ~--.>"~~---~~anal:ys-e~s-··-·reqtii~~~-:=an··-:a-s-su~ed cii;t:rib~t-i~~ of bearing pressure betlrle_en pin -. ·---·- . ·~ 
. 
' 
' .. ·., ' 
... , __ - - ·. , .. 
--nd ·pin.hole as a startit1g poi11t._· .. Bt.1t the actual· bearing stress·d·istri-
- _but.ion i~ a function of the pin c_learance and ·varies somewhat during the:·_: 





problem in-:an~lytical · solutions along~with · the geometrical relations.··- . · < < :~ 
' . 
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·ne·cessa:ry _in the tapered port-ions·o~f-tne·hea<l • 
. the bibliography on the s~udy of stresses''in -plates around -pin 
.--~ 
- --------··~-r--~---.-~·-·---_--
. _-:·-:· · ..· --., __ ,: __ · .. holes'._ts extensive~ -but on_-ly those~dev~-lopments which corttri.buted to -the . . . . . . . --- - •· ·, , ·;--.·-.·:.-·. ~ ;·-:__: .. -, .. -. 
_- ·, .. ,_. -·~--~ 




. -·:--.-- .. -.-- ·_study of,~eye~ar's· will be ment~o~ed. Most of t!te ·i1111>ortant1 ·ea:r_ly:-work .... ~ ..... , ... -.. ---,-~------------ --- -~------_!,--- .. ' -•-, -- - .· -' -· 
... ___ , ____ --- . . . +;-:·----------·-·-·· .. . . - .. . 
. . . . .. - ·_--,,.,,;---·--.---2·: . _· . . - . . ... ·.. . . . . .. ······-----· ... ··•' ...... star.ted in the beginning o_f the· twentieth ce11:;~:ry! Blumenfeld modeled· . - ... -
· hi·s solution by. calculating the stresses in a statically · indeterminate . 
. • 
curved ring_ by assum!ng rigid supports . at the en~ls, extending- 45 degrees : · 
below the· horizontal axis· from the pin center. ·lhe load was uniformly -
-~ i .• -
·-
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-
... - - . 
. ...... ----·--·-···- .. ··: ·:--------- ---_-0~-- · -- - · · ·_ investigated stresses in an eye bar head by-- assuming it to be a ring loaded -
--. 
. _ . ..,. ... , 
-·---------------·~-
on one end with uniform stress on the bar with the other end loaded by 
.. : __ \learing pressure transmitted from· the pin. The· hearing p.ressure distri-
buti.on"· was assumed proportional to the cosine of the angle me.asured from · 
. the vertical since it I is non~uniform (lu.e_: ___ to ___ ·th_e ___ deform~tton ~f · the ring 
· under. load o The ring was cut along the center ·line_ of the· bar at the end------. --· --~":--~--:-,·; :-_· 
. ' nearest the body of_ the bar. Equ·ilibrium and· compa·tibility rel,atiOI?-S 
. 
. 
. . ' .......  . 
·_ were used to find; the· inte.rnal forces_ at the imaginary slo~ to -_restore.·. --- -.-- ; -----------· :. -·-·· ·-- ---- .- .. -· .. ,., .. '..: . 
. the .cut portion to its initial position. -.General express-ions~-were . , .... _ 
-devel~ped to relate the . internal -forces to stresses. along any axis of 
' 
·the head. · 
.. I. , ' 
.. L -
-,--· - ____ ..,., 
._... __ ·._ .. ·- . · _ ;Figure. 7 shows stress concentration factors plotted fo~ __ v~_rious . · .. _ .
.. ',;._ .. _·._ ·_-_· _. _:. ~---~----·· -------~--------~--~-.,....----.. -----------·--'--------·-----~-------,-------.. -:-·~:---- .-
. '. .• .· ·-
------·--- :rat-i~s of side material to reduced bar width for the eyeba.:r head determined 
. . . . . . -
. . 
_from.Beke's.analytical solution._--- .. Beke's s __ tudies show .that··as the side to -~ ·--------- -----------
. · ·b_ar __ iµa.ter .. ial ratio is incr~ase~, _ t_he stres-ses in. the head decr·ease very 
·. rapidly at· fir-s-t,. but later on more slowly. _ For a. pin equal. to. two·- · .
. ·. -third-s---·of-th-e:__bar width the maximum tension· in .. t:he head 'is increased to 
.I ·--·---· - ------·---. _ .. --·· .. ··--·--~--. ---
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------------ - -=~: ___ . _____ 2_._57 times the bar tensioi'l. _fpr 50 ,percent excess of mater~al through the· __ - --,-~-,--i,---~-:- .:· .. 
-~ , .. 
. 
. 
__ -pin.hole .• Increasing the pin diame_ter equ_al · to the bar widt_h for side --
.. ·. · .. I 
~ . . .. . . . . ......................... --- ...... ·-- - . - . .. ' . 
.. ·.,.. ······-· ., ... _ ... _._ .... : . 
-- - '" - co~centr.ation in the eyebar head~,,- ' · 
---- ..... _· .,___. -·- .=--,-- _ _,._ 
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. ····. 
. . . 
. 
ring .~haped bar,under various boundary conditions hci.ve been attempted. 
Reissner4 was the first to formulate a rigorous. solution of an eye-shaped 
bar without an infinite width aJ:td used a cosine function for obtaining_ the 
.. · . . . ' . 
. . 
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. i.. . .... .. . .. circumferential stres·s. on the inner boundary on. half of -the ring. 






·- . ., - ·----·- ---.-.- ·~ 
for· -· · 
_ -displacements with a ·system-.of· differential -.equationso. compatibility 
. 
. -conditions were used to relate these calculated disp_lacements · to the· 
-------··--·- ... -,_,,-···-· -------··-·----·----· -- ....,.. -· ·-· ·--
.. stress ~~~t~~bution in the eyebar. 
0
Reissner and Strauch5 collaborated· •. · 
to-make refinements in the. above method~· They also assumed a· cos·ine 
. . . 
-- ----~:---,--~--~----~-~.~4-~·- .. ;-;- - -
· ···. · · function. for obtaining the circumferential stress·· and an· external r~a~tio_n .•. c.~. -'---····--·-' 




. ·. Tl1ey incl1ided an addition.al shear st-ress as ,,an external. reaction catised 
~:by friction. . The external reactions do not ·.·have resultants' so their . . .·· . -
·_ .···proper choice minimizes the deformation. of the inner circle from the 
··.··. original: cir~ular shape. The only unsatisfactory consequence: is that 
. shear carries a part of the load •. Timoshenko and Goodier6 outlined a . I 
·1 
' 
procedure for.the general solution of the p,:oblemusing essentially the . ' 
------- ·----··--------·-·-·---- -
.. -~--,.,..,..----
-------·- ----~------ --·------ ----·--------~--- ·---------~ 
~---:-~~~~----_· ----~?~"-~.--.. --··-~Same-···t~-Cb~-i_q~;--a~--i~-i~;Sner IS Original publication but . added refinements . . . . .. . 
-
·. ·: in the stress. function ·satisfying the compatibility relations. 
. 
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·.·· . . . 7.. . .. 
Mesmer examined the · influence of the inclination of the .. central 
_ .. ;,. ·----· ... , ........ _ 
.... - ----------. ·toad acting on the p.in., and cal·culated stress-es from the .·theory of curved · 
.. . . . . . 
. ;.: ...... :, .... 
. ._...: ;· 
. beams of a rectangular cro~s section. He concluded· that gocid approximatioI1:S 
,_ ... -··· ··--: -··- -· -·-·····'·----. -- . - ---·--········-·------· ·-····· ···-··-----.-------- ·,--·-, ------ ---- -.-
. 
. 
. '··can be obtained by his theary if the ratio" of .pitl diameter to outside· . _ _._-,· .'.--, .. ---··-.:.·-··· ...... -· 
·, · · - - -eye bar diameter is l.es·s · than O. 5. ·= · For · 1a.):_ger r_at.ios __ __one .. must re-sort to~--.· .. ---~· ··-· 
"'- ,;• ..... ".---~--.-,·.-.. , .. --..----. -. __ . ·-··· _._,_,-... - ... -.-,. ·- ····· .. 
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. . .. '.. \ ' -- .·. ' . . 8 . . '.·\ . . ·loaded by a pin from Frocht and Hill's studies •. The ratio~of maximum 
·, .-.. .·' ... · ·stress divided by the ay.erage:.bearlng_stress·is~ plot·ted against the ra:tio 
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j 
·• · · of pin diameter to gross section through the pin hole. . The only conclusiort ·· ·· 1 
-· " ·• 
-···.-which can be obtained froni these results is that previous analytfcal 
------ ·-'---------,--.· .- - ·- -1.· - -···-r--· --·-· -·-- 1 
solutions have overestimated the value of the· stress concentration ·for 
. ..i . - --- ·····-·----.-.--,--,_, ..... .....,_ ... _.. . ... 
snug fitting pins. i 
·.·.·_• 3.2·· . Experimental Studies -
. . . _- ' 
. .. ,: · . ..:- .- . 
:was· considered to be the :most dependable element' of bridge con-struction. 
.. Their. high degre_~ of. safe·ty shown by p.as.t. _service · history dating back_. to · 
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. l' 
. •· .. ·. t; 
'(~: - - -----:--~-,-"~· _:_~·brid-ge-.;mgineers no cause for alarm. Proof load tesl:s were made only on · 
. 
. 
· small=scale models .because no existing testing machines were- capable ·of -
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!· ·-~----.modern testing equipment. in th_e· twetit.:ieth century. Another rea,son fo-r . . . . f 
.... ,.:.,,.--:·· -· '. ; . -- f 
- assurance of reliability was tliE! WO'I'kirig 'StiE:!sSeS ill the harwere well 
- l 
· below the proportion.al limit, whether the material was iron or steel. ,_ 
. - ~. _:· · .. - . 
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____ !~- ·ey~~~~-~i:,.~er~~~~ _ 'l.1._~<1.er work~:ng loads was presente_d: by ~~-():per---~~~in~--~~= -~=~~---· =--~:-~:~:----~------ _ :- ~-t __ .-:·:~-:-·-:_-____ \-----··-."- ----
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I· 
t - 1906 when t.ests of 35· eye bars approximately 16 feet in· total. length were . . - I 
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- ·. --'-~-made for ·the anchor chains ·of the-Qtieb~.c Br_idge.. C..®p...er- rep.orted--·that 
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_______ ---.~-distance from::cenfef-to :center--_ofpins. ·These tests :indicated· that:·,_ - .--··· 
- ---- ········--· .. ··-- .. ". .. ·-· .. ___ ....• -·-' - ~ ·- .. - ··- -- - .. 
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- __ · ·-----.. -.. ·"'···---·-··-:~--
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1. - The pin ho~e is· the most highly -stressed· area, and 
-- that compressive st:resses: exist at the horizontal se-ct·ion 
on the outer edge of· the ·head. 
, .. · _ .. _. --
. . . . ' . 
~· '- . ,-
~-.-·- .. 
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----·· .. ',-- .. --·-··- -~ _,.-~·' .. 
2 •. · A permanent, elongation. in the .pin hoie :result~ . ' • <.? 
. . . 
-- - - ,--------, -··-,-------· .:·: __ -· when the s·train 'in the-body is·:·n:ot more . than 12 ~ooo· psi· ·- • ·•· -·--····-··· •.•• ,.,., -····--·······-··-··. -- -· -----··- ·--• .•. r , . - •••..• -
. ; 
. ' 
·.· _· ·1' -,------- " ' while coupon tests indicated an elas'.t'ic limit of about· 
35,000 psi.-· 
-· .. --···: <··-.:.-... 
3. A slight variation. in ·the .pin hole ·clearance . ·. --~ 
. :-~ 
-and· increased pin sizes produced. no · apprec-iable · ·effect in---: 
.. I • ·; ,•• 
-.. --. - . 
· · the defo.rmat:ion or ultimate strength of the b.ar. 
r 
·--·--·-······ -····· ----. - ·_ -- .. 
• • 
----···--·-< :.·---· --.----~- - ,-----::--- ·"··· --···-:·--·--
'. .• --: ~; :'-·-; ··=4~-~-:Excessi\1Ef stretch of the pin. 'hole before rupture 
• ! ...• 
-• I 
' - · in the· bar is ·no more desirable· than a tendency to buc~·le· · .. · ... · ·" -· -·-- .,. ··· 
·-i· ~ ·. 
in'. f~ont of the· pin. · . ·-
·. S •.. The.best·· propg:r;t}ons ··of 'head dimensions;,. to resist· - . . . '_,··._.·.:: _.·: ... - . . . . .· 
.. 
elong-at-ion--o-f---the pin hole would be 50 percent. excess in area 
• ' 
• I ·. "'.". 




· 6 •. · The. intensity~ of the•· local· bearing pressure . 
. . .. 
---- --- .- -... --, 
.. -
-----· - . ... .. ·- ---- --- -
,' .. 
_ .. ,. . ,- ··- : . . 
. ·•··· .... caused by the pin must be very grea~ · so that the _pin holes· 
: - . . . 
. 
. . . '! . . ',;._ -~ . 
- -must defo·rm elliptically -and. permanently· unde:r·exis-t::'ing··. ·_·. . .. 
-· .- -· ...• ·· ... ,. .. ~ '.------· ·•···. -· ' . - ---- .· . 
~-- -... ,· ·--~- _--·_.. . :_. -· _·working-· s·tresses." 
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· _· of pin holes, especially wi·th ·suspension bridge eyebar chains, seve·ral 
·.·. designers had· experimented with varioits proportions of head to bar ·width 
. to minimize the sag of ·these eye bar chains. 
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. Beke - reported yarious -design practices ·whtch _ were used prior ·to 
·_the introducti~ll:_)-_ of his_ ~!111p_lifi.ed stre·ss analysis_ 'in::192ls Smith-in~ his. ,_, __ , ~:- -- -~-------------~-------·-- ,--
---·-
-
------ ·--------- - . . ~ ---
- . - .. 










-- · . eith~r side ·of the· pin hole should vary -with· the p:l,11 diameter o -__ Later, 
.other de~igriers gave .. ~heir own reconnnendations relating pin hole, bar 
, wid-th~ and net section: requirementsc.·. - -suipmarizing p~st -practice, ratios· of·-. . '· 
. . . 
, __ . ' .. · .. -
.. 
•--- __ -_- side.mate-r-ia-1---t-o~bar .width were·tifrom 0.53-to 0.75, and ratios of back: ... . . •: -. 




_ material to bar width were 0.67 to 1.00. - In the United State-s·-where .. - . ---~-- . . --· - . . . . . - . . . 
.. . ' - -· . .•. .. ' . 
. ···--····· ·-· 
-··- ·-·· -- --.----- ···-----· ··· .. _.,.-:...--·· -. ·-
,, 
. ' 
·-. --circular eyebars were in general use,bridge fabricators used ratios.of . -, \ 
· ,:-· .- _- side material to bar wi_dth fr<;>m 0.66 to 0.75~ ·regardless of pin diamete·r.: 
· 7hese ratios produce failure in the body of the bar rather than through• 
· horiz-ontal or diagonal regions along the hole, or _dishing of the back -
'-. 
. I 
. . . 
- . - ·,_. 
- _--~--~-·--Beke·:-a--1-:su-repoftea--·aiat te-sts on "sma1:1 scale models -used to 
. '.' • - .•• ::- !., - ·~ . 
-··--·-·-· -·- _::_ __ ·.·.·-: -- -~ - ... ' ... : .. . ., . - ·.·._:·:_·.· ---¥· ___ : __ . 
· qes-ign the suspension bridge eyebar chai11,s at Budapest .. were made_ t{) c:1.gt_:_~~: _____ ~_: __ --
- . ...... 
. 
. . -.:. 
-, . . . 
,· mine dimensions that would· reduce the elongation of the head and make -it-
st-r.onger. than the _body of. the bar. - . Typical deformation patterns from 
. . . -,.·-----
-
. 
_- these tes-ts -are· given -for different ratio~ ~L~side -al'ld back·_material to-__ ------·_--,------
~-




. ·-"~--- -c--· -_ .. ----------- ' - --- . - ----











-~·-: __ -1 __ . 
• ------~------~-- ----~- --------·--··---.------------------
----------·-------.. ·~ __ -_-,-_--,-----having its center beyond the pin--center, whereas_~JJ__ar 3 has a cir:cular-:--head. ----····-····,___ . . . ...•. ,. 
. --- . :. 
--
.. :.::. _;·:.·;-:;:~-~~--·:---:-.: . .:.:.---:-._ --~; 
...... - ··- -- -
·· .. ..:-··-· 
.. ··;_"':.:'.:. .. :·.;.·.:'· .. :' . ..:: 
--·-- •. _._ - ---=-~-·. 
- .. :: ..... ·'"-··=-\- : ...•. Bar-··r ·shoY,S. 8 'f8.i-g~. red.u~tion~itr. area-ae .. the . S±ae. of ·tlie'head._-while. ·»a.~~~; ' ·- ··· ·· ··· -- ········ - -·· .-
----------·-··· 
--",-- -> ·-2. -sho~·;: only a lar,ge ~longation without,marked--contraction at the- side. 
. 
. 
---- -- Both -of these bars broke in the body :of_ the_ bar, whereas Bar_ 3 shows the " 
' 0 -- . . ,~, 
-fracture· a~d extensive -deformation of the 9riginally ·circular eyebar 
. . ' headc From these model tests·the-con.dition governing rupture in the ·body 
·of the-bar was met by making _the side to har material ratio not less than 
~-·--· ---·-.--
---· -~ ---:---~-------.-;- --· 
.. .. .· . . . 
-,---,---·--,----_ '._,·---~-- -_ . -:. ·c-:c-·-:---. ----





~-- ----· . ·~ ,-~ 
--;----.. 
- '_-__ _;__ ·------· ---------,------ - ·-----· -- . ·. ·-· --· - ---------·---·-·-··------------------------ --------------.....-,--.----._ .. ~ .. <-•:c~--. C:C,-_,;· _---== ------liiilililliii~~~""""""""-------_--::....._______.c..~ 
-- -=---.-=;;;;-11 
- ----- ~ - •• ",-.-. ,-~-_,--:-::-,:::::.=-. -- - ?·-
-,-'. ·- .•. ···-··· ···----- ---~-·-·-- ... --· -- -
" .. - .. _,-_,,.·.·: 
.••re:. • .>•• .. , ;:·· .• ._ 
_ 0.57, and the back .to bar material ratio not· less than O. 75 with a pin 
. 
. 
diameter two- thirds of the bar wid tho · Neverthele~s, American e11gi.nee~~ _ . 
...... '•• ·-······ --·-······'"-
., .. 
.. 
I • increased the size· ,of the p'in ·diameter as a means .o~ preventing excessive · 
· ·. stretch of the head.· Tests oti the influence of pin clearance verified 
•' 
. Cooper II s finding .that the ultimate strength was not great.ly affected by · 
· pin clearan·c-es -of one-quarter inch or 1.ess·~ _ 
·' 




.: • · ..•... · • . . ••••.. u. $. Army and were reported, iil the. cC>riimeritS ~n Beke' s paJ)er.10 Recom- · 
__ ,.....___________ . 
.. 
mendations for · circular he.ads wi-tb.
1





· - and for· elongated .. heads were · reported for design practice within the·.· 
U •. S. Army Air .Service. Designs were bas·ed on making the area through, 
··the side ~f- the•head in excess of 15 to 20 .·percent over the bar area.,· and-
·•· making · t.he. ·area through -the head .· at . th·e back of the pin ho le from 30 to 
-- . ----·---·-·-------- -
-----·-- ·---·- -------------------------.----
-- -~ -~---------- · __ .. -·- ( 
--:-------
. 40 percent greater th.an the section through. the si·des of the pin hole. 
-15 
---' ....... ~. -.. ·. . - .. -:· :c .. '-"Cc..C.-., .. ,~ .• ,.-~.~.~.0 -·:·"-:c--·----c··--r-.----
-- ' · 
. 
. . 
. ,; __ · _ . . . _ . .. ... <:- '.. :- : .--'", ·- .. ·. -
· .. The large sizes of eyebars ·are given the greater excess area. · _Te_~t-~~------\ _________________ _ 
... 
· .. _,.. 
. ·.eyebars had pin· diameters 50 to .60· percent of the .bar width. · ....... ·.;···_ . 
...._.,. ... r 
.. : .. _ '' : . ·- ~ . . 
. • (-<\ 
-·:Tests· based_ on. thes-e de.sign .recoritmendations. showed· the fol~owing· · • 
' · .. ·· 
-------·-·-·····--·-- ·-----·- ,..--~-----·,:-· ·-. -
- - - - ..... · .. ,-~- ,_--
--------··---······---····---·--.. -- ._ -
. . 
-----·- ··----~- ·-·-··· ·-·· . -·:-··-· --,,. ---··-··· ---·--~---------- - -- -------- - ·-- ·---- ----- - - -
·--···--- ·------- . ---·-----"'-· ------.--------·- - - --;·-_ ----
- . --------·-···--------·-" __________ _ 
--· ----------------- ···- - -------
- - -.-- ----- ---· 
·1. -With respect to -pin diameter, bearing stress was 
. 
. ' -
-···---·-·- ,. ---~-:..:__..;.._~~......,c_.-,,---',---.~ 








-~-------· ---- -------.. -.. ----;·------~------ --·------·----- ----'---'---· --
J 
-- -----~---- -· . 
-
.. 
:·----·-· - -----.·~ .... .- -- .... 
- _ 2.- - A 100 perr;et1t excess of_ bearing stress over tension · · 
. . . - . - . .·.' ~ '~ 
. .. . 
is a ·safe maximum for eyebar design. 
j • -3.· Breaking· strengths were s·ubstantially ·e·qual ··to the·· 
.· 
·, . . 
- . 
'··--, . 
. tensile strength of the material •. 
..... 
.. . 
. •' . 
. . ..;....-,..· -------'---'---·· --;,', ·: -.· 
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--·-----·-··· -· - .. 
.. -·------~-·-···"'" 
-.;.16 • . i .i: • ~ ..• 
-,.- .. .-:3·: 
-
- 4. Practically .all the specimens failed on a section 
' 
. 
· - through_ the. ~enter of the pin hole at _t;:he minimum ti.et_ section •. ____ -J . _-
__ :_,_~-~---,"~_: ___ ~:..~· ____ ::"" __ -=-:~-:---·---~---~-:··-'-~-~----·--:--~:___----~:-·-s·~---·Bearing pressures _ ori the pin_ can_ be -increased for. 
-~ . 
/- ' ) 
.-\~; '; .. ,, \ 
. 
--- ,_ . - .- - - -- , ... ). - . --- . 
- -- - - -
--·· --·---- -·---·--
_-_thicker materials~ -because the heavier. eye is stiffer becaus.e 
-,-
_ of the mass of material which. re.sis ts · t_he t~ndency to a -closing __ .-
' 
--
-, • ...::._,_~ __ _;_~-~~~-_ :·--_ -~"tn-·o-f-~n:e- pin hole at the sides of the ·pin-~ 
"'-
·.· '_i·:_.-.•.. ·· Templin 11 · perforined tests on 1S large alumiri.µmmodels usrng~ _· _ __: ____ ------- - - ... ·, 'r 
__ ···------- -·-·· 
____ --··-·•·--"·•'·•'-·"·-----· -c---'--·'·c ·-·· ···-- · ---,--·· 
'~tensometers ... to -meas-ure -strains a.t~··va:riotfs se"c~tions-on. the ___ head . of eye bars~' 
------~ ~--_ ---
:. -In _thes~ · tests considerat_ion was given to--ttr~e"ffecc of_ t'fiese variables-: · 
.. 
1. The distribution' of material_ around a ·circula:r _ hole··. - I 
_,:,,. 
--- . 2. -~Press and loose fits of the pin~ 
. ~ ·'· x3. -__ Variations· in length of side -section in rectangular. -
--_- _- - ~haped openings with- rounded ends-. ----- -
---;:---· 
- -
- ' _____ · ~--------------__..:.--~----Figure~fo~--and 11 show the results of two ·t.ypical_ model .studies--
. . -
--· - ~~ -
.·-···--·-----·-" 
----- ..... .... -· . -· ·-·· ... 
. fc,,r ·a section- on the horizontal axis through_ tlte __ pin ho.le. The--measured· · 
-----_ stresJ~es were divided by the nominal bar stress to give_ stress concen--
tration factors. - 'the stress distribution shown ·in Fig. 10 covers. thr_ee 
· -different conditions ·of loading: 
- ----~-




. '/ .. ,---- .... _ 
- -- .. ...._ -·--·~ 
--C-~-----. -~-'--'•-•------ ---- . -------- -
---~--- 1. In ·which the d iame_ter_.o_f the -pt'D.-_:Wa;S·- -equal~·'~-to---~~=-~~-~=-=·:~:=-=~=-.--:==-=-==~~~~~-='-==-.--:---.-_------- : 
. ----. ·-· ·--- ·- --· , ... ----- ....... -- ... . ·----··----- ;--·-
------- -------·~ ---· 
- ' ...... -- . -- ·------
_.:.._ ______ ........• ---·-····· 
_., , '... 
--- .. -- .... -··- . 
the diameter of the hole, providing a close fit; 
···-"·""'"' ..... ·-"-~------~---------
-·- --·-· -·----~----·--·-· -
-- -'------~----~-~'--'--=··" =· - ;;__· -:----- --·-·- ---~-. c·---'-'-'-'--·_ -I 








_;,·~_ ... : . .-.. __ :. ~----··. - ..... 
. .. . 
---·----- '-----~~' .. :--·.' ~..;.---- -- · . ....: .•. -• 
-----, .... --· ----~-------~-,-
:press fit:; and - ---- ---- -- - ···- --- ---c·-·--"~---~--c·-c 
. .- . - . -~ ___ ·.:.:: .. 3.- In- which the diatneter of _the ·pin was 0.008· ln:. --_ 





·-· .... ·.,_ .... ·.· lar:ger than the diameter of- :the hole. 
• 
In Fig.; 11,' two· types of loading conditions are inv~stigated,- namely close 
- -: and· 1oose fits. The stresses were measlir''ed by tensometers, and values -at 
the extreme edges were interpolated from the.measured strain distribution. 
__ , ~~ - - ----
---. -------·-· ·--. . - .. - -- - -
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I. •• .-· -
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--- ---- ------"-·•- .. ·- --·-"--- ----. ____ · __ --·'--
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. . , .rt -wa.s · observed that f·or · close fitting. p~ns_, the -maximum stresses 
. 
. •-r,·,····-·"··--- , 
-r;) 
" . 
were ·-found at section A-A in Fige 10, while in Fig_ •. 11 -the maximum val~es·, · ·, -·· ···-·--··---· . • . .. . ·······-··· ,- -
-;~--- ·-······ -----·~·-· ... - :· 
. ,,,; 
.. .-•~: • I • 
·were about 15 d·egrees below section .A~A. · · Stresst',co~centration factors 
for different pin clearance conditions are given in Table I from Templin '.s 
i-_esul.t_s • · 
. . (·. 
:, .. . ; . 
··.-~,-
: _ For the .models .having press fit pi.tis, the. stress .:concentration 
-... factors were. redueed-as shown--by--the .values· in ··Table· 1~ It is also·. 




- - - - -
- ~- -- -- --· ------
-- -- --- ~-- --
..................... _ ------. -···- -----~--" ... - - -
. . 
- ··-- · .. · .. · _:. --~·,··evident from the test dat:a that the· u-se~ of- ·1~ose fitting pins cau.ses a. 
. , .. a--· 




.. tration. factors for loose fitting -pins were as much as double those. ·£Qr · 
., .. J- • 
. 
. 
. close fitting pins.-. 
-~--· . - ' . 
. . ·The effect on the stress concentr-at~on factor when approximately ·• 
. . r ... 
· · _.· . ·. · io percent of the mate~~ a~ ___ ! n ___ t_!i~ . __ end of th_e_'._m.emher~--hey.o.nd---~t-he---pi~--was.·.......-c---'-,--,--'. _:.,.-.  -"-..,-~~----------~- - -. ~ . ·-------------·--==.-.. :.~=~-------
. _: ___ -- =---~-"-----.-!. - ~ ~--"---· 
·--~-,-· . 
. 
-. , -- ... "( reduced has also ··been. studied. ThEf rl~moval of some niateria'l .at th.is . . · ,., .. , . .-.-----.-- .... --...... - ,··:··· \ .. 
·--·-.·------~------- .. _ ... -
.· .... ~. 
:location has little effect on the stress concent-ration factor at the .· 
critical s·ect-ion A-A. The increase in the stress concentration factor, 
·, ·· was less than 5 .percent of. the maximum value. f~-~--- !f. __ circular. head.· 
... ' . ' 
-------·. --·----:-------~- ----· ---- -----
·. ;- , . .- .··· 
__ ··,. -- ______ ..:.... ___ . _______ _ 
_____ :_~~-~~~-.· · . -.--~----~-c--·-- ~~ C •·. •.~~·lbe~.10wes t values ~~Of~ stres~ .~~nc;nt~~tirin fa~t~~s were~~r:>1.1nd·· in C :-~7~···~·~··· c• 
------ ------ .--.-· --- - --~ - -
. ·, _. \ 
. . 
- -------- ------ ·-···· ···-·. 
-- ........ . -- -- --- -----
· models haying· elongated holes with semicircular ends. An attempt was . 
---- - "-----··- - - - - - ·-
. 
. .. . 
. l 
-
• ,._.:_,·:---···--'-..• ....:. ... a~ .• ···-•••• _,: _______ i;,nad-e ·to-·move~~tne center of the . pin . c~o-~er· to-· the end of the rod wt~h_o~~-~~~~---.. -.--.:_:_~-~- ··--'-··-··--··· •, I'. - - · · '. -- '---·---·.••'•· .... ---_ .. '"F_-,,----·.··-• ~ . .-,,, ••.. , .. ,,-,,.-,·•)'.·c .. ~,: .. ~ •• .c,,:...· 
- • 
-· 
.. ·1,-,,-d-' • --~ • -
-. ,-
-·~--·---•-·•-•-----~ ------- • 
.,.;. ... ; ...... -... ~ •. J.·-- ~. -'~-. ··~- ·-,..:..,-.. r,-;,~.:..- .. .,._.,,.., .. ,,· ...... ,_ ... .., ..• •--,.,---~---,---- - ·----·· ····:··-··· - ~·-~-.. -~=-----~--=---~--~~:~.--~~-~---·· --
---- ----·-· ---.,,,--..,-.---- ... . ..-· ~ ... ,,.d._•-·--- ···-- ----ai~p rec i c1:bl y "increasin-g the stress concent_r-ation factor. , The:~~::tes:ts~,c·s:howeo?;~=--;~=~.;:~~~---. . . - ··- .............. - . --. . -i-· ..... ·· 
c·. · ... ·· 
·.: that- the stress .· concentratiorr-£,act·o·r could . be reduced as the cent.er of· ·.,. -:-· - ........ . 
. __ .. ________ .. - -- ... .. .. .. ... . .:.__· ; . - -- . 




·.·question arose as to the effect ·of the-length of the sides of _-the opening 
on the· stress concentration factor. 'Ihe results obtained show .. that as 






-,f.i -- - - ---··t - - . - - --- - ..... 
-- - - -------- ----
·.1 · ,-18 .· 
. "' - . 
the length of the parallel sides of· the opening is increased, . the. stress 
... 
· concentration factors are reduced. For th~ range p~ speci11:1~ns tested;· 
·, 
. _,.,-- ~ ' 
A'•.>, . ,.~:•, . • ...... :':. ~ 
.. . ' 
,) this dlecrease.,,,.\,amounted to about 22 percent in the ·stress concentration· : ' .. . .l:<·' . . . . . . ' . .. . · . .:.:- ··:.,;.-,... . . : ·-- ' . 
. factor--and--o-eeur-r-ed-when· the parallel length of- the. side was. twice its 
·.·. width0 I·t is obviou~ :that· the .. decrease in. the stress concentration ·f~ctor:. 
- ---. ·-·---- ''- --·-· --- .. 
. is ·not directly proportional to the ·inc.rease in· length of the parallel c-. .. . ---_. ..- -----:--.... - -- -- - -
. - '. ..... -------···- ----- ": - . '. 
· section.· 
3.3 -Photoelastic Studi.es lf-,·· 
:·:. ,· 
. :_ ·-.~. ' - ' ... :_ 
. , •·.·. ..-. ' 
, r. - • •• • ,' 
f_ '. The stress distribution in an eyebar_ is very complex·and measure-
. 
. . ·. · <·· ··.ment of any strains will neces·sar~ly be limit~_d_ by· __ tbe."~nie·asuring devices:_· 








·• .·· .. o·nly ·be plac~d close to critical sections near the. pin·· becaus~ of 
---·-·--·----... -. -:·~ 
__ :_ _ ~~---~ ...~-_:._.-:--.· . . . .• · ' : · • ' . · · · . . I . ---·-··-·-···-·-..:_c-·-----·-·--;-----··~-·-··-··-•-·--·-··--:----·--:-·-:-··· . . 
. . . . 
. I · ... · .--.·_-·.---· c-le-ar·ance, -··-extr,apoi_ation · of maximum. values will be· riecessar.y:~-~-11 any full-·.· .. · .. -~ ' . 
. 
. 
;------· --·· ·--·- . . -- --· ····-- -- ---···· ---· '-··-·--- -- -- - ---·- -------·--- - -······-·--·-· ----~---- ... ----
•.• -.~:~":·~scale· test. . This difficulty_-can -be. elimin-ated ... by-- the use of photoelastic ·.·. 
--~~~hni.que-8_. __ which--.can .. -.completely· study .the stress. pattern in the elastic 
. _. -- . . '• .,1··. . . 
. ~ _._·:.-....•. · 
I, 
! •. -~-. ·, · : . · ·nie purpose. ·of this sectio~. i~ tQ __ presentc :thee .~es:u-lts• o.f. photo- c _ .• ·• --~--: ••••• ·.~: • • ·· ... ··· 1 .. , . ·. -~ _::.c,---'----"--:-'.:_·_.c._ ~--,-------'-·-·····:---··-------···---'' · ·-:-··· -~- ---~- T 
·: • 
·.·- ..•.. - •·· 
•. ·' • 
.•••• ·.•· ... "···-'-·. • 
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--~· _---- .. ~ ·.- . , ' ... · . -
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...__ .... ----- ··---,· ' 
-- ·--::·--,--- --- . ?: .. ··· ·.· .. •~ =~~---:-~~~_:___:.'·-~~-~~el_a~s_tic __ si:udie-s-made~by--prev-iou,s~~-investi"g-a:tors. and" ·comparlsOn -with .- ---- -.-· ----- 1 :-:- -·------- - . . . . - . . . ... · . ~ ' ~·.\.~ . . . 
. ii 
·analytical, ~,cperimen;al and model r~sults ,will be made .in a later section. 
--·----------- --
-.. 
__ . .. - It i.S riot ine .. intention t() .exp lairi . detaf ls of the tech[).:i.QJ.i~ e~p1()ie4. J,ut:.=.:-,~: ::;~-~=·c.:-:c 0;; .{ ----~ -
' 
,-•--•··-····--··-'- • •-•'-• -~•·--"~ ---~-• • < • :· 
.• -••·•'•··•-···,,,. ••. --,.-·-··-··-··-•·•--·;_.{'-;-'.:.:•-.-'.~~-•-"•·~-·-•n·- .. --.•,..•,•-•'"':··~-·-=-·••······-;a••••~v•--•·•: 
'~ 
: - ·· · to discuss ~.:th.e .. r·esults---of these tests. · -----·-- ·-~· __________ ;-=::==- ~~-.----·-'-··"'-c--·-...!!._.. 




_________ : ..•. ,. 
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- --- ----- -- ~--
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,· 
I • 
.. · .. -- -·---· 
. ---------········--···· 
. 
.... ·--~-"-··-·····-···· -- - . 
-·· .. 
··An extensive· study_ of the stress· distribution in a circular 
. , .. . .. 12 eyebar has been made by Fro.st·'.'··and .. Richards · on a celluloid model w·ith. 
· similar. proportions to the one tes.ted. Values of maximum ·principal. 
- . ·~- . 
. _. ··,-· ... ·::~.:..._ "-----: . 
-'---·--------~ 
. .• 
. . . ... 
;. .. 
'-, :· ~ '. ____ ·. -~...:..;_-:-·· --·- _.:......:..-"--· '-,---.. -. ·:·· ~----~ __ :_·· ·:. 
,. 
----~------~~ 
.. . ,-~-.;.-:-:_ .:_ .-.. .. 
-- ___ .. ___ ------ -- -- ---
. 1 
-- -
--- - - - - -- . ~ ,,.~ 
- -----·~---· ------------·· - ------ ·------- -· ---
-- '="- ··~ If~™ mm 
·-19 
· - :---~---~-- stress-;-- that is the largest tensile or smallest compr_essive -s·tress, · are. __ · 
' I• 
.. 
----------plotted -fo-r _severa.1 sections- ~n- th.e lllod~l _fn--ftg-;--~1-2._. Non ... dimensionalized-. ! .-- .. 
.. 
--------~------- --
values-of th·e principal stresses.on the i.nner.·boundar.y of-the eyebar are··· 
· 
1 
· plotted . perpendicular to the boundaries:, tension being p.lotted . outward 
., 
·.··and compression inward_ •. Th~- .. principal stresses plotted are .,divided by 
the nominal stre.ss -in. the bar shank. -· Pr-incipal -stresses for two sections· · 










. .. --·---------------· 
··., . 
-- - --·- - ----· ----- ---
stress concentration. 
' 
·._ -·-···".,~---···· -.-···--:····-;-··-- --
. I 
The _results ·of this modei study _giv-e .a maximum stre.ss equal_ to 
· · · 2.88 times the nominal bar stress. · · The maximtnn ·stress is located at the .·· 
. 
. 




·. horizonta·1 axis at the -pin center. · The typ'e of pin:-··\arid c~learance used 
·--------------------·-
-----------------------. -- _____ · ----· --- . ·--·~-·------ ... ~- . --- ____ .-.-, -- .. ----·-·---·---·---~--------.. -------· 
will effect the stress distribution and the location of maxiJ11uxn st_ress._ 
·. .•. 13 
. 1 Coker also ·studied the st-res·s c;listribution irt,·-·eyebars with 
concentric and elongated heads. · ·. In the concentri.c · head the outer conto-ur · 
· · , o·f the head is concentric with the inner contour, while in the other typ_e · · 
l! µ, 
11 
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. ... _-Figure~13a s~~'i~=Jlii'Jj_~~s ... of_'p'd.DC~R-~-,;~;,:-~~s i~~:-th~-~-dif!_;r~;i_:•···- .. 
-
·-
-.. :_bead.s. . -Some· .inipor-tartt ~dif-ferences are observed in the -concentri·c . head· at _ 
- the horizontal -section.through. th_e pin. __ .There are -two points where a 
, .. 
reversal in' the sign of the lon,gitudinal stress .is revealed. In the 
.. 
elongated eye bar· head there -are no such points arid the shape of· the contour· · 
. ' . 
. . •.---.··-·····"" ., ·. ·-'--·····-' ... ·------:··-···--· --.- --····---------····-·· 
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--------· . . ·,-.-.,--··-·:.. 
-
·· · _ 13b gives the stress concentra-tion _factors _by div_iding the maximum pr-in~-, -_ 
.(~,. ·Cipal stress at-- the horizontal ·section .through t~e pin hole by the 
no~inal stres.s in the bar~ · Both of eyeb.ars have the ·same ne~ section ,.'l 
· .· through· the pi.n but the stress 'concentration factors · for the concentric · · 
and elongated ·eyebar heads· have values of 2~77:~and 2 .• 25 respe~tively. 
--· -·-----·-- -·---·-· ---·---·-··· -- ·- - ·-' 
··-----·----··---'-----..:.-------·----- ' --
- . 
--~-------~--:------- - . .. . ---··-------· ·----··---~---
----· --------- ---·- --··-·-·-···-···-'·--. ··, -
.... , ·.: 
··• · 3-. 4 Finite Element Method . . ·c 
' . -·- -----·-· 
.... ~. ·- ···-· ,._ .... ,-
- - - -- - - - -- - - --· ---- ··----~·- . 
. ' . . -· . 
··········-· -------·· ___ .:__ __ . ---·--
_ .. ··-.·.·- - .:·'·-'' .. ~------
. 
. 
· - ·Conventional-engineering ·str'1,ctures can ·be visualized :as an · 
·.- .... _ . 
. . . 
assemblage of structural · elements interconnected at .a-·d-ts~cret_~--_tiumoer __ ~_:_-~-- _ .. ·-_ 
_: of nodal points. · If the force displacement relationships for the --indi-
"· vidual elements are known, then using ordinary rnatrix. techniques of 
i--·- .· .... 
structural · analysis we can deriv.e the properties and study the b~havior · 
---·-------------· -·-- - ·-
-· --- ··-···· ····· -
. . . 
. . ' . 
: '.~ . 
•_: 
:' _____ · ___ : ___ -:--. ~--:--· ~--·. ._· ~:.,:-_:_ ___ of--·-t1re-·-~1fssembl ea----·s·truc fur e-~---~--~--~~. . . :... 1 ...... ·· .. · < . -.. ··· .... · • · .... ··· .. · ......•.. : .· <-
.~----------- . • • • j 
. . 
. . . .. 
. ' 
- .- . ·-- .... ·- . .- .. 
,," '····-·· -··--·--·- ---·-·-- -·· ·_,In.the finite element method the elastic. continuum is. as-sµmed ' . . 
' . 
. '-to be divided· into· a· ffni·te number of elements interconnected only at -
._ the nodal po1.1~1t-s at which. some forces. representative .of the :distributed 
# 
· · .. :stresses ·actually acting on' the element boundaries can .be· introduced. · . - ··-.-· .. -. .. ____ ; -~. ·-
- - - . :·· - . -·--·· -. ·:- . ~ _·... "." ., : ' ... - . : 
-~---· -------- ---· ···------~ - - --. -·.· _: ··----· --· ___ :,.-····---·-·-----
- ___ -~--- -,- _. _ --~------~--In--such .an- ideal izat:-ion-- the-- problem-- reduces ·to- a -- conv,iri-tfonal s--t:ruc tur al. 
•' ' . 
--")_· .......•... ·. ; .. 
{· 
type capable of numerjcal_ t~eatment" for. large numbers o.f ·elements. 




••••••· -· .. •-· q,• •• ·.: •• ·- _ ... •·••· .- -· ··'·-
-· -
_ :~e · bas-ic ··approach to -the stress ·· and de fornia t ion analys-i-s .. -of---two---~-~.~ -·-·--~: 
--- -~ - - --·-·-----
- -------·- ---~ -- ---dimei1si1>nal elasticity problems ···by Finite Element Tec·hniques ·. ha;e beconie :-: 
. -
extr-emel_y valuable todayo _· This approach. discretizises. ·the .planar con-· 
·_ tinuum ·by -using as compo~ents,. nFinite Elements" o The ... choice of element · 
. was a nconstant Stress Triangle" (CST) type of finite element. -··The. 
·. .. · · V 14 '. program developed was based on Wilson s study on the finite element 
' . ·, ·~:::. 
. . ~ ... 
... 
- '.-- -· -· .. ·---
. . ,'"- . 
', .. fl'~'"• < 
. . 
--· ·--·---~...__,:::;,=:."t;"c.;.z;;..._:.::;,, ___ ,,;_ ... , __ . '··' .-··-··-·-.. ·~·-. ··'"-· 
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_1.,, .. ,_, -'I-~ •. _ \ 
,.,,,! -
.·.- , - 15. , -
analysis ts given in th~- user's manual·' to this programo 
--··· ----- -- ~----·- -------. ·-·----- - -- .. '· --~·---,--.---·----. 
"-'----''·'·.· . .I 
. ---- . \ 
- ·The eyebar was divided into 529 elements with 308 nodal po~nts -·~-,.:,. .... _,., 
in the sys_temo- Figure .14 shows the -subdivis·ion and· orientation of the. __ -_ 
elements· used in the analysis. The assumed· boundB:ry conditions ·pei;mitte4 
·. translation -only in directions· compatible with the actual deformation -,of---~-"---------




. . . 
. 
.. 
- - --_ head, this configuration was most appropriate for comparing solutions . . ., 





with the' actual test. data. the geometry of the head in this model .. is 
.· .. 
__ exactly the ·same as that of the test eyebar. 
-: t -:· ---. Since the relative size of· f·inite ·elements intersecting conunon 
---~-.. ---· -,_--:__ : ____ -- ~~ ___ _nadal 0-~po.ints--is.,--ver:y---impor-~an-t-·--c--f-or---t-hi-s~----Ee~)-=:~~-e~lem~trFi~~-car e ·-'w~fs'·-·catten~co~ --. . . . . -··· . . 
. 
. . . 





-ensur~. a smooth t.ransition ·of elements·;· - Elements tin the interior. boundary 
. 
- . near the _pin hoie were exactly the same ·size. ___ . _As_;-:.e_l_emen_t.s __ progressed -
-· further from the -p.in center, · each was- increased ·approximately· ·-10 per-cent ____ _ 
-~ ·/ 
·-·~ .. -~---~ 
·until the elements on the exterior boundary were more than_ c;louble ·fhe 
• #-
.. -
--- size of the interior elements. , Figure 15-shows: the dimensions ··of toe··: 
---.-----------·--- ,. . - - .,. 




. . ,' - -· -_/ 
-· -···----·--.:·-· .. '-· ·--· : ' .. ~.:. .· .... gave the best results con-si-s-~~n-t~~i-t-h-t-he--or-i-ginal test data._ 
-- -
~--·,, --:.·c•,.•:..·., ,_. ···-··'- ··-·· --,-- µ ."·"~ • .--- ,.- ~ •.• 
- -.-, 
.... ,',r•: .~ -~ ,_, ____ ...:...;,._.;._,•-----:-t"c,.._,.,,.h·~ . ..: •.• -.:.c...... ... ,_ .. _" 
. -~--=-
·. -,'J':is--
. - --- __ _.., -~ - --- - - . --· . -
. 
· .. - . . . . 
.. . .. . -:-_·_·-:·-__ . . . . . .· ._,_ . . 
__ ---- --- _ ·- ,- ___ .-- _- -- -_-- · __ : - ·------·--- ihe load:Lng condit!!)ns ·which~"-were investigated--ccare.--shown ·in ___ ; · · _ 
·- ·-. -. -·----------~-··--------··-··--··· - - - - -
--
- - . -- - -
. ··--.---·- . 
-·- . -· ---
---• ,·Fig.-_1·6.·. These conditions are:· - . __ _. ··-- ,-···~-- .. ' 
...... .' .. --- ··-
·--·-- -- .. ----
- ' 
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- - ··- ,.. . -,,-•. ::--· - ··: 
• - _<O>' 
.. .:- . -·--·- --
1. . A_ bea1:ing · pressure· dist_ribution proportional to: . 
. . . 
. ' . 
. 
- the cosine of the angle measured from the ver~ical 
·h,· . to ·horiz·ontal· sections on tlie .top boundary of t-h~ 
- .. ·1 
_ · pin hole. 
. -- . - ,- .. ····.-, .... -.. -
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· __ 2. · A uniform bearing on a fin-ite w~dth along the top 
- boundary-~£ the pin-_hole~ 
. 1· 





.:·, -:-3. ·A conce.ntrated b~ar~ng,.-pressure:·at·the top, of, th~-:· _- _ 




The· best results compat-ible -_ t9-... t~$t. d.ata _ we!E! -~chieved with_ the- · 
.) 
non.;.uniform co'si~e bearing pressure· which has verified -the· 1oad -assumptions· _ 
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1l~s although_ the- latt~r ·two loads were -approximately 5 percent 'higher 
J 
at. the critical sec·tionCJ whereas· a. much larger error exists· at: sections · 




. ·-----. ----·-· -----· ··-·-·-:· -·--------~----
- _- _- ·_ :'. :_. ·: · :·- . 3.5 Ultimate Stren8th Criteria 
··--~----~-----~--,,~~~-!..7---.-:~':""""'~~---. : . .; _----.....--...;.·:----.:.__, .. _. ____ ... ___________ ·-·- . ······- --··--··. ·, ·. 
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. Probably the ,mo.st imp·ortant· and extensive· experimental _work>~n' 
. . . 
> the subject . of pin connected plate links ~as presented Jiy Johnston 16 wh,o 
_.. , .. : ·'..----"' . :... 
:1·:·.~ -~ -
:_ .. } .. , .... ~ ', 
- tested -106 4tffer.ently ·proportioned. steel plates loaded in t~~nsiori by- a-_-----, .---~c-··· :·-··-:-·------ · 
.. 
···-~-~-.------~.---- ----------~-----: -· . : .-. __ -. _ · stee.l pin; ~Although the plates tested differ from -s.tandard-·eyebars; . · ... -. . ; • .· I-. . • • ._ . .. ' . 
. . 
. ; . . 
----- ------ --------------·------------ ------------------------··· ---------- .. -----·----. . . ----- --
_. . ' .•... 
- -- '.-~~---~ _-.:.~----i-~---.--·-: __ · ~ the·fr '-~c·t-~ori-- 'afc,µnd --~be 'p_f~--°j_\qfe _ dur-ing the -progree;_E; _ Of ___ failur_e ____ is ~Simi.lar----'----~---;- 0
------·-'--·· 0 ··-----
__ .. .. 




. ------·- . 
- --·-··-·---·- -·- ----·------···-----···· 
----- -- -------···~-------··"----------·-····· .. 
----··· -------- ---------- -------------- : .·._: __ :.,... _____ ..._·.: .. --·,--·--·--·--:- --- - --- ···-- ·-· -- . 
' ' - - . -to that in -the head··of the eyebar. · This is verified by results of: · 
- -_ - -_ 11 . · · - - - -: - - · - - _- - - •- ~--~---- - -
- .; ·-similar. tests· performed by Templin. · ·.The effect_~ of-plate ~hickness ,_ 






- ---------------·-·- ---··-~--- ---·-------- ·------ , .. - . ----·-··-··-·--·· . ·---·--,-- . _,_ _____ ------
. -:~' ·---
:~~:~at i ori · both to gene-r_.al: >yield-wliere surface evidence of . local -failure··,__ _ _ 
~--·. ·-····---·,---····. ···,-- .. '· --·----·- ..... 
. . . 
·•--"• .. -·- '• -
-._-below. ·tne:·piri is- evident ·and ultimatEf·-strength 'of- th:e-plate links. 
·-
.. . ' 
.' . ·• ~ .. -Local yielding in a 7plate at· the coi;itact .point _and at -the -side __ -. ' 
, I 
. _- of . the p·in hole\, except in the case. of -press _fitfirig "pins' . will o·c-cur 
. . 
. 
-· --- ---------- - ·-- -
-·-- -~ --.,..-- -
- --.. --- -- -
. . 
.. : -·.- - . 
- '' . . .. ' .---
-·- .·__ 
_··-·.: '' ---~: __ _.._:,. 






-- . _, -· ! .... --
. f 
.. - . 
,,.. ,--·-_---.- - -----
---- .. ---- -·------·-·- --- ., - ------·- ----- - - ----
----- ---------- .. 
·' 
. ' . 
. . $Urre>u.nd.ing lower stressed areaso Initial yielding ·in f:he early stages _,.: .. ':J.' ·:. :.,._./_ .; __ : . <J ' 
' 
· ·. at the side of the pin hole has · no appreciable ef feet on the elastic· 
,'··:,· . 
· behavior of the ·member as a ·whole.· This· local yielding precedes the• 
. . . 
. . -general: yieiding below_ the pin ·hole and· ha-s no effect on the ultimate - -· 
strength undl~r static· load. The general or overall yielding.at the erid -
• --•·•;--·•••• •••·•·•• • T ~ ,• .,,,. • 
· .of the plate oc·curs at a m~Gh late·r __ $tage than inttial: .local --yielding. - •.. · ·- --·-· ···- -·· - •.. , -.---·--- - ···.- 7"! .• 
Therefore, - the use ·of· a ductile_ structural steel i:s very advantageous. 
-· 




··-----··-··· - ·-·"•····· -----------·····---•··--· -·-·· -
- ·at u·ltimate conditions depends on the relative proportions of the head and 
· pin hole.· Three general cla·ssifications can be made:-
·---~---------
-------~------
.. :... . ·--·· ... ·:·- ·-· 
·- -
. . . . _ ·.· , . - - 1~ · A shearing failure __ behind ___ the -R-1-~ .. -al_o_ng ___ p.l.ane_s-:-_parallel,_--. ' ' • • a • ' - -• - - ---.---·--n~----••-..- • 
. • 
-,-----·;-~-~ ·_ .. ·_. .· - . --~ ·. '.. -~- ·. .- ~ . _- . . - . : . ·_. ~----- ____________ .. __ -·----·--------.--- -
. -. 
----- ----. ·. :· ....... ·. '_ :-:· .-' .. ' 






· i -'to· :·the axis of. the. bar after considerable d_e-formation caused by 
. 
. 





. 2.,- - A tensile .failure, or-~xee-is--ive ineiast·tc-d-eformation. 
- . 
. 
··.due to stress concent..;~tion, across the: miniTittun net section 
. ~ ·. 
. -
-
" . . . . 
;-- --·- -·-~-. -·· ;·-~- : .. -.----: ---
-----· ..... - ·:;...·. . . 
----- ------- - --·-----~--- ·-- ·-------
.• . . . . . 
.··.·at the side ··of the pin ·c~~-~~-4::_PY _in~y_ffi_c_ient ___ ne.t.se_c_tion.,~-----~---;--.~~·' 
- ·-------. -·-----
~--- ·---- -------·- ------- --
---'---'-,----"·---'--,,~----,'-,C---• . .,.'-···-···-----···• 
.. ---- -- . ·---- ---- .-. ---------· -·. --·-· .- . . --··--·. --- -·---·-- .... ---· -· -- . . 
• • • 
.. - ---------·------ ---- --- - - ·---'---·--'·~----'"---'-·-·''--··----
--~~- - ·._: .. ~---'------·----- --- ..... -~ .. ---
. . . . . ~ ... .. 
' . . - ' . . • , .. ;r:-r~, . . i , 
. : • . . . . • . . 
.· 
· to lateral instabi·lity that. is c.ause<i by an excessive· length · 
. ·.·_:_ . . -.. --.~·------ -___ -_ '. 
··- t ' 
""--· --·· .-.to_ thickness- -ratio- of- the··material· behind ·tlre· pirij_- ,.-!--:·->·'--~ 
't.~ .. • " -
. 
. . . 
. . . . . . . --~ . ' -· . ' ' . . --. 
. . • _. .... -:----:........ - ·---··., _...,._ - ,....._,.,,...r ... ~:""' ............... ~""-'-'.,...,~ 
__ .:..__ ______ _:_;-;::.~"-- - - . ------·-------·---,--- -,·:~.-- --~-. ---•.-·--·-· ---
·.----------------------·--··-. -- - ·-· 
Johnston made· a, ·spec'ial serie-s·--,,-f--~-tests ip. ~wllich th~ . ~i~~l."~:9c:e_ between p-in 
-·--· -------·- -·--· -·------ . _______ .. __ - · ... :. ___ :______ . 
- - --~ - ---- ------- ---
------- -------- - ~- ------ - - -
.. - ..... 
. . and .pin .h-ole ~as the , ~iily v.ariab_le. _· Load 'Versus -de,fo:rm~tion curves show 
. ---· -- ----- .. --- -·------ .. . -- ----·. ~-' .... --··-· .,.. ... · : . --
. -·. ·- . -~ 




stressesj whe!eas ultimate strength is not greatly a.ffected by small · 
• 
clearances. 
····---·---------·-"·--- ·-- --·---.-----· ·------·····---··· .. -.- •,_-~--.. ·: _________ . .,,·~--- ·-~-----~(-------·--.---' .·· _. ...... · ---·~-----··. •.· -·-·------.-·--·· __ . ___ . ____ . -~ . . . . . , - . ,. -, . . . 
-···-----··- . -···-·· . ---··-~---.' .. ·- -·----------------
··-·--'·---------~- ------; ____ ;_-.:. ___ --·=·'-----·---:-~---'---·-. --· ·-.· -~-;--··-_"":"""""·-----~:-··----~--:-=,--;---~----·--·-----·--·:-----;-.--·-. -- - - ·---- ·- -·--------- ---~ -· - . . .. 
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·. ~24 
- -I::"·- - a . -
' 
· In_ Johnston'' s. paper,· empirj.cal formulas-· have· been-- presented for._ 
... 
. . . 




.. --·strength when· failure.· was~in .th~ heado . The ·averag~ bearing stress at . '• :,._, :·· ~. 
--- ·- -. ·---~ ' - - ·--· -·:_ .. :._ _- ·----··--- ----
.. .... ·--- --- . -- ------.--- .. . 
'· 
. . 
. -- ... ------··-------·- -
"'. ··/ ', 
.. ., ___ ,.;--
the-general yield.point is·notappreciably"~nfluenced-by-plate thickne_ss 
. to ·pi~ hole diameter ratios greater. than Oo05~ ·n!Jr by ratios- of edge. 
. ' d·istance· at.·side of pin hole to· pin· hol~ diameter greate.r than 0.5. 
. 
. 
Otherwise,. general yield will be entirely in th~ net section· of the bar. 
The general· yield point of ~he plate is ·induce4 principally by_ .a yielding - · · . 
. of the materi,al behind the: -pin. - This yielding is preceded by. a crushing 
·._ failure. below the pin which progresses• until. all·.· tJ1e metal behind it. 
. . . ,~· 
' 
. . - . 
"'"'"' l 
s:tarts to give way in a plastic state. In very thin plates the general--~ 
. 
. . 
yield is followed qu-ickly by dishing. and ult:imate failure, whereas in . 
· thicker plates there is a -large plastic reserve ·before ultimate failure : · 
occurs.--
-·····.~· 
,~-·. ·-------·. ·-.. r---,. .......,... .. ~-____..,.__,,.....,....c.,........,--~--
. -~.:~~·-·--·· _; __ -----~~--.. _··. . • . . -:1-
. · . _- For eyebars proportioned under current sp~c1:f~c_.:1~1ons 
. 
. 
. . ' ·. ~. :~ ~:'.__ : . 




- ____ " ___ -
I •. · .average stress .in ·that section reaches· the tensile·_ s_trength of the material~·: 
The· stre.ss -actually developed. at failure· was slightly hj.gher than· the 
i. •. 
:: I 
r . . 
1 
tensile strength becaus·e the lower. stressed material above and bel6w· the . · :·. · · ·-· .• -... -_ 
_ , __ . ____ . __________ _. ······-----.-,· __ .. -------- ____ . ________ __:, _________ :····------·------- . --------------·-···-·--·-----·----·- --------·--------·-·-·-·-· __ _: ____ ·--·----------- - .. --·- -· - ·--· ------ -- ··--····--·-····- -- -·· .. - - . ---------·---------------::~=:·.·::::_-:-·-··-----------.. . -
.1· . 
. ' .- . 




. -~---·-------------.-,.~-~ ...... - -~............_~.-.41-=.-- ·,:~. . ·- ,- .. 
. _ _, .. 
;-:~-----.• d •• -~_-· < .. ~_···· .. ~'-. ul tim~te -s~rength under t static loads~ C:-·rstudy:·~of--·rectari.gular pla.tes ,tha.t.~-:--------~---·--~----· ... 
i: 










.. ' faiied. through the pi1i.-·fiole ___ shows that.·. the ul'timate strength: of t·h:e-:head - --~ --,~ _·': __ ::~~--~~=---· o-·---
. 
- .. ·" .: ______ , .. :. _____ ,-· . --· ·-·- ··-· . 
- ······-·· <ii -~·- ····--·-.. .. . .. . . .. . 
··-·-'"'--·-, ·-'-. --····· . 
,~-- . is1 dep-endent both on the. materi-al below and to the side of the· pin hole. 
·_ Di:shing· failure is a function. of stability rather than of s'trength.· 
,-~. 
·l .. ____ .. 
• 
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... Dishing greatly reduces the· ultimate strengt-h of thfn pla~e·s unsupported 
-laterally~ but .. 1n many ·design --situations where·_several memb·ers connect· at'···· ·.--'"---
the same . " pin, packiµg and external nuts generally w.ill provid~ sufficient 
:_ Q---. -·---.--··-
restrain:t against this instability. In general, the tests indicate that 
the most efficien-tly designed • pin loaded plates are those narrow in width, 
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., .............. _- -·- .'increase in _strain a.t constant load which·occurred-while data was being 
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. -----:---_ ____:..__·-:--- ' --~- .. -------. ....... '..:An analysis of the data obtained from str~in .gage~ revealed .that· . 
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• 
• ,the. piny fit does affect the ·'stress distribution in the head· of the eye bar. 
The· strain readings for ·the · s·ame head revealed· that · there were some vari-
. 
. 
---- -··· li.tlon for correspondi_ng. locat.j.ons. on . opposite faces •. · ... Variations .in ·strain · , -
.· .. readings -·also existed for _regton:s~ where syrrnnetry ·should have shown no · 
no difference for the· corresponding sections on · the same . head. However, · 
··· · these. variations. are not s_ignifi_can~_ when·· one considers the error·s----. ---·-. ·------------~--::,- · 
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- - - ---------- -
· from i~E~rfect al.ignment of the gages, and the . time required· to read so . . 
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.. load, but is ·higher than the average bar stress at midheight. · The maxi-
t - . . mum principal stress at the working level of· the bar section shows the 
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The· maximum priricipal stress computed from strains data at sections 
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' 45 ·degrees·_ from th·e hori~ontal axis toward the front' of :the head i-s shown 
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\ . This stress shows no inelastic. action. throughout this section, 
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in Figo 22. 









·and stress ..es are ·.below the worki:n,g level_ of the. bar section. ·The· str.esses 










.... ··-. ,fegr'e~es abc,,;~ . t:he horizontal . axis··:~p.-ear the . back end are higher tha~ . those 
found on· this section. This is not found riear the edg·e of the pin hole 
. 
. · where the stresses . are much smaller becaus·e· yielding at the· horizontal 
. axis distributes more of the stress to the lower ·stressed area. near the • .. 
· .front of· the. head. 
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. · ·-entire hea<;l . in Figs. 24 · and 25. The former· sketch shows the maximum. or. 









. largest -of either stress is shown with tensit>n indicated by the maximum 
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side of the pin .hole has extended ·to almost 2 inches._· This occurs when' -
. the ratiQ of -.yield stress to ·bar str.ess ;iS-~~qua.l-· -t-0-· ·l-.-S2-~Since · at working ... · . 
. ---------------1.oad··-the stress concentration factor cannot exeeed l.52,-it is nece··ssary ·. . 
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_to look at lower loads to obtain elastic s·tress .~onc_entration .value.s. · 
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_ -·Figure 25 shows· the· distr~bution of maximum shearing -stresses at work.ing 
load for the ·sa.i-ne locations Of measur-ed strain. · · 
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yielding at the side and back of the pin-~~~~ :had occurred~ _-.~is. i~ shqw,p.,._ . .-~~" 
.- ...... , .. ··- ... 
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... ..... -·· __ '. _____ :,.--·--·- :- ---:--- : areas li;e. principally at the side -of the pin hole • Figure -~ 7 shows . th_e ·. 
lower head where yield areas can· be better seen- to have progressed along.· 
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-degrees from. the di1c'ection of tension, a sufficient amount .. of lower· .. . . - . ,.· __ , . 
•. 'c.l 
stressed elastic ar.ea was present to. prevent· !~ilure in the net .. se·ction · . . 
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· · An examination of-· the fractured .are'a of· the. bar. indicated that· · 
· there was an essentially ductiie behavior o·f the ~terial a-s indicated by 
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- the characteristic. cup-and. cone-like frac:tur~ fo~--:the rectangular·. cross- .· 
··.···section sho~ in Fig. <280- The· reduction in ~rea of ·the .bar at _this point 
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. : .• ·-. was 30 ~ 55 percent indicating ductile behavior. · 
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·· .·_. Cross section dimens_ions -~t. one. foot intervals along an 18 ··foot 
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·1ength: of bar had· been taken be.fore testing· and after failure. ·The·. 
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~ of the eyebar . revealed·. that- pin fit has :-ah effe·ct· on 'the . s'tress- distri-
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right in Table 3 correspond to the same ,sides of the head as shown iri 
· Fig. ··4.· 








. There is some variation through the thicknes·s · of the mater.ial which is . . . . 
. 
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about equal on. ·both ~ides of. th~ pin indicating· that the pin fit is not:· . .: __ .. · 
perfect. The stress ·concentration facto:r;-s· tend to decrease as load is 
increased- at points where the value was inttially highe~. Average· values· 
· ·for each. ·side have ·been calculated·from 12· points for ·the indicated l<;?ads.: ,· . 
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- . ,•-values of stress from rosette and linear gages at t:he gdge __ of the pin .hole .. -.·- . 
we1:e. fitted with empiric;:al curves to/·:f'ii1:d a· maximum value at ·th~_ ~"-!-~~ace ··. · .-~~ ,. 
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· iactor tends t6 vary wii:h load but the values obtained for loads of 500 and 
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600 kips were essentially· the same •. ' Therefore in the curve fittin·g process 
only data from· these- loads were. used. Uie values obtained for, the surface 
. . 
at the ·edge of the pin hole -were almost· exactly the · same .and >are given in. 
Table 4.- ···::...·: ..:.:c., --··-The average maximum stress.- -concen;t·l:.at.ion factor was equal ·to · · 
· 2.6.3. for the eyebar. 
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Photoelastic studies ·indicate that the··.maxirnum '\lalµe of _the e,las.tic 
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·-··, .. _::·stress- concentration factor is s·omewh-at higl!er than the average value 
obtained above.· Howeve·r, th~-discrepancy may· not be great· when one· 
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considers that the strain. gag-e giv-es. an average strain over a firrfte--·a:rea-
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· The-- results of photoe·la~tic .tests and those: obtained· from strain>· 
'measurements :have shown good :agreement- with _variou~ ~alcl.lla'ted- para-
--: meters. Thi·s is shown in Figs. 29 and 30 where_ the, fo.llowing. paramet-ers __ _ 
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_have been examined in the previously me!ltioned studi~s: ' 
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-1. - -Effect of pin diameter ratio on tlie maximum st-re_S:S. -~ -------------.--
d·ivided by .the average stress ·for the minimum .net section. -· "' 
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factor. 
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. . . . .· · ·· · Since specifications reguire that. the pJ~_n __ d.i_afilet_er~ __ b_e _no_t ____ l,e_s_s~~-than __ 85--:-------: ,---..C-:-~--· .,;._,· ---------! ----- --~--··· --- _ .. _, __ _.c_:..._.; .. ____ ~. . -. ----··-.. --·-·----------,---·-·- --;,--- .. ..,--~---·-----=---- -··· .. ----·----·- ---------- _____ .,______ ·--------.--·-·· ---.. -------- ----, - . . 
. . .. I 
perC:lt!ll.t of the Width ... of the widest ha~ ait~~h;·d, th; last .;o P~ra., . · 
............ ----·.. -·-----·-----'~---~"----.- ............ ---·. ·------·--'· 
..... ,__} . 




· not further discussed. , .... ' -- -. -. --- -_____ _. __ ·_ --.. -- I 
. t .. . 
.·, ~ The parameter d·etermined.-·from pre:vious tests·- a:s the ratio· o·f ~ .. 
. . r. 
. .. . - ~ 
maximum tensile st:r:ess at the .edge of the ho:r~ to the average stress on , 
.' ,.-: . 
· the ·minimum net section has- been. plotted in. Fig·. ~9 for -various -ratios· ... . . ... - .. • .. , .. ' - . - -··· - ... , ... 
••••..• , •. • .. ;•···---· - • -··-··· •. . ..f.t. - .• 




·_parameter has· been determined from; p.lates .of-~.full_ w.idth and fo,; plate.s ':•· .·_ 
. .-~ ... 
of reduced -width; namely eyebars. The· stresses. on ·the horizontal axis.·. 
..... ··-···-----·--··· - -- ... 
···.· at <the edge of the pin- hole are essentially the. same for both cases, . 
. . 
. 
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,. "' .. ,. ... · .. .i' ~--. .J 
.. ,fJ. 
-'l.1lis- ··parameter increc1ses· as the ratio of. d/d0 . decreases:,- _being in the . · , ! ! I 
. , .~':. - :.-·;· ·- . 
.... ··-··-···----···-· ----·----·-·~-·-·~ -·-·-
. ~ ' ' 
:·region~o:f7 to··s when that ra.tio .is·0.15 •. For a.11 cases shown.in Fig~-
- - ~ -·~ 29, ·the plate was loaded· through a _neat-fitting· pin, except for th.e· .. · .. 
. 
. . 
-pres_ent test· where clearance has increased· the· value. :.-. . <· .. 
·-.. ·. ':; 
-- . -- --- -------- -· -- - - --
.. --· •· . -· -··-- - - -·. :·~'-·· ---·· - ~ ..... .........:.;.;....-~....'.---------·----~--------,-·-..: .. ---·~-·---:~-.-:----~-~~~--:_:_;_.:..· .. ·~~-.---=·~#--~,-~.::~-· ·-' ; --·---:---··----·: _. --~~--~-- --------· ....... ~· -- ..... - -· -·-·-- ··--· -·-··· . . . . ' . ' .. 
' •.. , -.·-. ···- 7-~---··-·r···;"'o~·:··.' ----·· "'-··----- ---
. . . 
. '. Another .Par81Jlet~r based on, the ratio of ,maxitnUijl tensi·le stress . •••• + -. ",-•• •• ••• 
-· .. ----- ---·· -·------ . . --
··- - -· ,- _;. ... - . 
.. .,,_at the 'idge of_~th~ hole. t.o the average~--b-earing ·stte·s·s 0~ the .pin. h_a~ .·· 
---- --·-·· --·-··········-·-·--·· ------
--
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------'------,------ • ·-- ......... -··'""""Y' ,------· ------------·---·=·-"-~-=~'-'"~"~- . 
... . . 
---~ ______ : _,·._·----~--:--'·-~.,-~--'.,_ _____ replot:-tedc:_ .. for'--this--par-ameter in FiglJ 30 .• ··_-In ·_ addition· one ·point·-·is- -- ~-- -
. . . - . 





of a hole in.an infinite plate with d/d0 equal to zero. This curve .. 
. 
indicates th'at for all cases of ·a plate loaded through .a. neat fitting : . 
,'.f. 
·. r 
~, ... , .. 
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--- -·_ -_ pin in· a ·ho.le, the max~mum. tensil~ _ _!_~_;_e!>~~--~--~ilJ~ __ J?_~ __ gr~_~!;~_;_~_~h~~-~h~------------------~--~--~--.-__ -- ~~----_- __ -___ _ -~ -~.------~--·--·------~-,-----·--··~·-.-..,-----....----~•-·--··-•·~-•'----_:___-,t---·-·----~---·----··--·•--~----,,·-.--.- . . . ' ' • . 
. . '• . • .. ,'' ; • ·: I> 
. • . r-- ·· ..... --·--- -·-1. ,,.-----··. ·-·-. ' . - --~-'- .-- ----c----- --- -- -- --- -- ---- -- - ~ - - - - -.. --- - --· ··-·---,,----- . -----. . 
aver:age bearing .stress on ·the. pin. 
•·· -- . ' . . . "-·: ~ -_, .... -_ - .. _- .. -- /- . --·---,;.._-~-~---·--·------·---·-------~-------- : .. -"--:-·-----,,.----:··· --· ------:...:.-...,..----·-'·---.:.....-----.:.. .. --:-------------.-------.. --. -· ··--::·· ·-·.' -- - - --- - ---- -
. 
\ 
-1.be effect -0£ clearance between -the -pin -and hole on the maximum 
-· stresses °Qas also· been observed on previous -:tests; -T111:se irtvestiga·c:rons · 
·. show. that ... bo-th parameters are -increased by ~he presence of· clearance -
: .- .. between the pin' and ho-le •.. _- :Thi-s ef fec_t_/-was· evidenced throughout the.-.- . ·- . --- ··---··· -
-whole. range of., d/d0 ratlos --as can- be seen.-.by -the -present ·test in .Figs-.·---, .. -
' . 
. 29 and 30 where test values were higher than ·previous results. without · 
1· , 
·-
clearance. _This effect can be explained on the theory .that it permits · 
. . . •' 
sharp local changes in the curvature of the circ1..1lar boundary ,of. the--
,_. 
- t hole. 
, ..... '~-~- .. _· :··-· ~- .. ·.- ~~-~- .. -~-----~----~~--- ·,·~-. :~ .. -·-_·· . .- -~ ·.' -~0·~--~~-~----··.· 
. -~ ... ~ . . . 
· -; As seen from tests-. involving strain measurement in which there 
- __ - ·, : . ' 
, 
. . . . 
. 
.. _ - always occur-,.at the_pin hol~ on a horizontal axis. This same. effect -·o·-f . . 





_- ___ .of the hole was noticed in the photoe~-astic investigation. -· However-, in - -_: --·-·· __ . ' -·--·· ····----'--··· ---,---·-,-.--··· -·--
_.. .. . . 
·- - . -· .. ------ --
•' 
-every cas·e i1:1v~lving neat fit-ting pi~_s, the -maximum stresses did occur - . ;,· . 
. - . ; __ . - _·_. -~- . ·:. 





... - .· The relatioµ between maximum ·stress and s.tres,s at different load levels 
;, w~s .... practically - constant f~-~cas-e-s--i-n-ve-l-ving-ftea-t-:.-f i tting' pins, buf for -_ · - -~-~~ _________ _ • 
• ' • • •. 
• ' 
' •••W .s••• -. '•·•'•",•••••'•' •• • • ---
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_ ~_:_:-·-- - :~ ::~:~ •• - -· = "-~~ facto~ ~was soniewhat--~n-iJ~1fer·~-fc:,r·--1:ti~e--:··sma.T!er-:1·oads .-- -Th~ -:Ja.ri~tions --itf the __ ·_, - _______________ , __ _ 
l. ' ' 
\. 
.. 
' '--. . 
--- _- stress concentration factors· with load for cases· involving clearance of 
. ' . 
:the pin_ -were small compared to the· differences betwe~n factors for loo·se. · 
and neat 'fitting pins •. __ · 
., . 
. '. I 
.- .. 
·.·--·· ;,-
· .. , .· ... • ·:_· .. . 
' 
' 
. . ' ·i;-.-
. ... J. . ' 
_,. .. 
;:::· ; Crl :n--= --• • --- • H -•- ;c:s. ~ 
--37',, 
. ._, 
·- ------- -- ___ ., __ -,- ' . 
The effects of. pin material· and lubricatio~ ~,;~---~~1:1!~}1 _ c_o~pared_, __ to _ 
- ------ - - - ------ -- .. 
---··----------------------- ----- --- - --· -------- - --- ---- - - ----. -- ~ . -
----------'-~-,----------,-----'-----· ---------- ----- --
----~--,----·--:~"-tlie-:ciearanc.e problemo-- -Tests made on pin . and.· eyebar mat.erials with . 
similar hardness show a very slight increase in the maximum stress when ·-'--------------- ·-. -
, .. harder materials. are introducedG. Lu.br'ication of·. the pin produced' a . 
. 1,. 
-. : 
-· small but measurable 0 decrease· in the stress concen·tratio.n factors. · 
.. . _'_' -···- · ...... -- ~- - :: 
.· .. -
. 5.2 Finite Element Solutfon 
- --
-·1 ..... The results of the finite element·solution.are given in Figs. 31 . ....;. . 
. 
. 
· - to 33- inclusive. The results-· show· exceilent agr~·einent with the experi·- · 
mental .re~ults obtained from test data. The nodal poiQ..t stresses ·-have -
--· 
·been plotted· in each case because this value averages th~ stress from-.·.· 
·. ·1:,he ·surrounding elements. • ... This· gives· .a good representa~ion of ,the :_-
·· .. 
•.-
. ' . i 
..:__i_ __ .. __ . -·-· 
. - . -~ -.' ·- .: . . . . ' ~ . 
,r >,- •• - -· 
. boundarie~·;' where -~up~ort ·co~dition_s_~will ___ locally affect the result.s. . . . • .J.-.··-··--· -.---- • ' 
. 
·:---··--·,···,: .. ·--·--·· --·-----~: ______ -· ':· :. - . 
. 
. . ~ ~'"'----'-._~--~· --':~-'>-~:: _---~-~"'"~,Fi-gure-:·-31-~s-hows_·-t';he- maximum· ·principiil :str-eser ~long t:he-hori-zorita1· .. 
__ _ .~----~xis~ thI"oug}:l th~ _J>in·· llole. . ---·-·-- ·---·_·-: -:--··----- ---·--· . -·-----
. 
-~ 
. Since both rest.tl.ts weret:)based- on linear - - . ·--:·-- -." ·----- -.--- .. ·.· .. - -. . ------- ·. -· 
elastic theory, pnly the elastic stress distribution can be· cojripared ~--: __ ·--
. . . 
. _ .. •. ____ . · __ · heI'e ~ The :resu-_lt:_s_ of ___ the_s_e ____ metho_ds,~- showLexcel~le-n-t~~ag-reem·en-t--throu·gbJ>tit-~ •· -' . 
' 
.. 
this · section, even at the edge of the pin hol~:whe:re the maximum stress · . . . ~ . 
---------·---·~ 
-. was· _also foµrid for the finite element. method. 
-, --~ .·· .· .. _· -~-~--, ..~----~----~-~..: ... -c--·--- -~: __ • •' • , • • • • ·,· • I • J -
•• - -• •- --- • _..__.. .. ---~-----•_--'->:-•; --····:• .•. - ·,._,-.... ,_.~~C."."~~~ .. -~~~~~;.-.:·:•·,·~·::•~•:~~:·~-.-:..~.·~~ --:.: ~ ·:." 
• -~- C 
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-----~-.... · ·-·····--- ---·-····· .. ·.,_: ···•:,:;.-_-,.-···-··· . . - - ----- . - -. . -·-·-· _.-_. ----·-·--- -c.·-;. •• -•. ~.c;-·____c_·,-"- ----- ~·--,-,. _______ ,cc•_----~-·.--, •.s -·-·....c...CC:·: .- •. - c·.· . _ __,_- .... ·c...- -
. --·-··· -·-·,· .... - .... ----·-----.-----·. -···- ···-·.· ... - .... . 
·' 
. . . . '_:_ . 
. ----------· .. · ·-. ··. --··--.---·---·--- .- ·. -... 
. . · The. st~ess distribution_· for sections benind--th-e--pin is shown in 
.. -·-. . 
·-- .... :. ·.: .:·-· :. -~ . --
-- -·--
-·---. 
-·- -···-··- ----· -- -- .. _ ·--·· ·- ·- .. 
. ····-·· --- .. ---------···---- ,--- ·-·······'·'-·"···"· ··:"·---·,:-~:~.::: .. ::;.:....,.__.. ______ - . -----~~-·--~-----·- .: -·-~"..-<-·-······--, ------·--·· -- -- . ---·--·- -~--.--··- -··-
·.-Fig.:_ 32. The maximwn prin_cipal s·fre·ss is p:1'?_~!={;?4 for. the ·4S degree · 
' . 
--section, whereas minimum principa1·· stress· is plotted for -the se·ct:ion ·· · . 
-
.· ':. :... 
·. parallel to the longitudinal axis of· the bar behind the pin. The · results-
show good agreement with experimenta_l values, except at boundaries of the , 
- . -~· :! .. ,: 
·' ·- . ·.-·: .. ' 
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: .' - __ :_~-~--------~~~-----_'..~-_c_: ___ •:-~:~--res:trained---some-- vertical motio11~--soc:,=tha~·'.0 the -computed· ·stress·e-~r-·are some-:· ..... _ . 
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. what smaller than experi_meµtal values • 
. _- ·Figure 33 shows the stre.s.s distribution for, sections -below the · . , 
. 
. 
·_-· ··pin _holec The maximum<principal stress is p1o'tt-ed :·for -the 4·5 degree '. -
... 
-section~ -wher~as miniIQ.um principal stre·ss is plotted for -the longitudinal 
• .. - section attached ·to the bar. Again good correlation is ·observed- between --
-• the experimental and finite elemen.t ,_solutions •.. The effect of the 
· · .-. :boundary conditions has again reduced the stress-es on the· longitudinal 
.. ·. ··" 
. $ection. · 
.. ; The~ most importan~ ··result. achieved is ·that the· -finite element is. 
'"" 









--,-- _·.-.·~~-:-.:,:_"C": . -·--•. - -• -. - . ·---··:. __ -· ·••'" --
. 
. 
._ loading condition~ More accurate results could prob.ably be achieved 
i. 
I 
----------·----·-- : 0 -Wit-h-more-·-elements;,· -but the capa-city:_of ctirr-erft "compu·ter~-stor-age has 







: --- .. -,·-- ·--· .. ~---.· --·.- -
-_ . /_, _, 
-··_--__ -the computer. program to 3 percent of the final, results was achieved in --~-.,. ---------
,!_ --·-.· 
. i 
·: i:r-- -_ ... 
'~~----- __ --~- .------ -~QQ_~yc~~-of_iteratio~.~-~~~--t6t~~-=of--cjtles-~i:ii~ra~~~~§~~-~~---~~~~-~~~-~I 
l 
- _- _ 1000 because of the uncertainty of the convergence criteria· used •. · The 
... ··-----·· -
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,. "'j _ 
-··- _,_. , 
. mocfi·fication to-_a linear: elast:i~~p-lasti--c--~-iemen~ can be made.·. Tliis _______ ;--.-----"~:- -,--~- . 
.. . . 
· _kips _and for higher calculated loads which have ·not been included be~, 
-_· . _ cause of space limita,tion. 
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U I LJLJI 
·- i . -: :U'"Li.;;;a '":C 
.. ;;;p-n--·. -..-.,'n:C .-J,.L.,,-11". .... -· 
.. 
-39 : ·~---=·---~~-----·---·--•, 
.. 
• 
---.~-> . - ~.. . 
--·- ··-; --.----- -
- ·---- ~-·--) -·· --------~--- - - -~ _ .. -
--
------:--- --------,---····-·----..----- --- --- --- ~ -·---~- -- . - ~ --~·.········--··.:.. ...... ·,.·. ~.----~~--· 
. , -. ,------•'"·--·-· ·· ·- -- - --- -As no·ted previously past design -practi·ces -h~ve · establish·ed· ·the· 
'. t·> - . 
-- ·---- ------·--------------- _-- -·-- --·. 
·proper choice. of geometry. to.prevent fa.ilure in the·.·h.eado · A review of 
past and. curren~. prac:~J<!·~-- lla.s .. shown that. the . limitations on 'head geometry ·····-·- -········ -·-· .. --•-· ...... ···" .• • . .... • •. , .• •·· - • • • I 
• 
. ' have aiso limited -the- stress concentration·-in.the head <if the eyebar· t_o · 
- -- ---- --- -- ··-· ------· - -
----------~----- - ---- .. 
. an appr.oximate fact-or of 3 even when based on· parameter~--~~r _;he minimum · 
· · net section or the aver~ge _:bearing s·tr.ess •.. 
· · 17 · · 
·. · · · ·.· · .. A ~review of past standard , catalogues -hav,e. shown that· the. ratio·-.·.'------'--'--~--: ....... : . 
of pin. diameter . to gross .width. through the. p:in--hoie"--(cfl~i~). lta~e varied 
.. ._,,, .''. 
. . . . . . . 1 
. between 0.39. and 0.58
1 • •• Cur.rent· _specifications _ .. also .1-imit-the. maximum· 
d(~0 -_ra~io by requiring tha.t: (1) the net section through the pin hole · .. 
· should be at least 35 per_cent greater than th~ reduced bar. width, and : · ····· 
-·-'--··----·---------··--·-··--···· 
--------------···-----------------------~--------:-----:-------------· ·----------·-. -... ~-.--.. -·--- --· --. -~_,_:_ ___ .. :-·_ -----·. ---· .. _. ' ., ·• ':-C.:,·-:-==i2)~-..:fne-=p-iri:--aiamefer-shouicr·· be not less than 80 percent of the reduced 
--- _. __ : -·-····· 
. ------. ··--·· -- ··-· ···-·-: - - -- .... ' 
..... --- --·-············-
-·.-- ____ ... _ .. _ .... · ....... :·-
_ .. ' - ... -- --- : ....... ------·-··-····-----· ···- -· . -·· 
ba~ widtho Taking the ratio of d/d0 ~- to be 0_.80 divided by 1.35, the. . .. 
-:---· ... -·_ ..... _ ..... -...:. .. ·.::..: .. :.,. ·-
•' 
---· '·c---·. --- .. --.----' - ,. 
..... From an inspection ·:-·of Fig• 29, . the parame·~e_r .for -neat fitting . :.. 
. 
. ·pins based on the average stress on the minimum net section with a d/do .· 
---------~· -·· ·. -----·_ - . . . . . . --




. --- ..... - . .... .. ...... -· ... --- ........... - - ....... _ .. -,c·--.. --.. ,~------····: .. 
----------~~- ~;··:_--:~:~-- - ___ :-;·· ---~-ratio of 0~39 is equal to 2~95~ Figure' 30· shows th_e se~ond parameter 
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.:.·6.l-···.·. Pin Loaded -Conditi.on· 
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_ ·: - The effect of ·a hole on tlte _distribution of stress in any member 
'-"- . 
· _of a structure under load· is- of great ,~inportance. The presence. of a _-
hole alters the stress distribution in this. ne_ighborhood ,in a ver-y 
marked_ way and. almo~t invariably··- increas·es· the stress. intensity con-
siderably.-. rt· is necessary to emphasize ~this· fact·~-because _ often _in 
. engineering practice a circular hole is.considered as a mere loss of 
cross section·,-· but it is more than this as indicated_ -in this ·stµdy on 
.. --··.: __ , .. ·_, ...... : 
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. holes in tension members. is of practical interest to-many designers. 
This· is ~~p~c::i~Jly -<~rue-:wher.e · fat.igue .conditions·_ are -- involved-, --~-ince.r -------------- - -~-~---
the ~ft11rance strengt~ is ma:r~~dly i_oweI'ed by such s·tress raisers -even--- - · 
-,though_ the. mate-rial be: quite ductile.----.----~-~---- --- -
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. has been carried out is that of a central hole in a sh~E?t_ under tensile - ----~ ·_ 
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the stress field has b~en calculated. by Bickleyo - · Figure ·34 ·shows a • 
plot of calculated stresses which occurs on a horizontal section through -
· the hole for stresses within the elastic limit of the materialc Stresses 
· · ·transverse and parallel to the load direction are·, indicated respectively 
- by a ·_ and a • 
·_ X y -
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- facto·r of a circular hole in an inf-initely wide· sheet. · The maximum . "' . 
. 
.. -- . -·. .· . 
' 
' compres_sive stress ·for the tension·· lo.ad occurs, at -th~ bou~dary of the 
. 
- ' hole and is -transverse to the load d-irection at. the top. edge of the · · 
hole. It has -the same value as the uniform. applied stress. -The sig-· 
' 
. 










.. .-~-~:_. . ... -- . perpendicular to the direction of maximum st,ress, cracking in the ,_x "'·-·-'"j:-• • • •-·--·-r 
di-rection outward from-the··edge of the hole would be expected • 









· · calculated the values -in Table 5 for a-'- c·entral circular hole - in a thin 
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-~--. --~-_sheet---Of---f"-ini-te-wi-dth~Untler-·un-i-fonn--t-ens-i le ___ io-ad • -· ·_Va 1 u'e S . 0 f .. the S tre S s· . -
._, 
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. J ' 
· · · • concentration factor K are appre_~iably higher when the_ hole diameter 
. . . 
, I 
·-·· net. section parameter K' in the ·last column., thi,s· increase :·is due· to · -- ---~-
- ; ... 
. -
-:the ·net section stress becoming si.gnificantly higher than the gross ____ :-;----· '-····~-- ' . · ... · ·. -·. ~~ .,,- ' . -I, 
.·r. . .• - -, .-····· 
' .... -
.-·_•section stress. . - '--~-----~~.::,..:_:,_:_...-;.,..::......::.--~: ... -.. ~..:.-.... 
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- .. -,-,he important pr:actic?i engineering problem con~~der-ed here is .. ' -· ---·-
-·-
' . 
----·----~- --the stress di:~t:,:r~~~ti_pn p~od~ced-- whefi--th;-load- 'is. app:-lied '.to,- a-pin ·filling~---~:~;-?---' - - _-.:-_· -· -··. ·:' :-:~.: :··. :· 
~,·-·the holeo _ Kuch nf~!ier -str .. es$,::~oncentr.~tio_n-_~_facf.or-s=may-be-observed-· for-·-.. ;--~--~~~---"·_. • -- -~~·---~ - •'--'-"'--'·-"-....... ~---St,.~-- - -· . 
. . . 
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. 
-- ·- -- 'this c_ondit·ion -than_ usually app_ly for _open ._holes under -- uniform tension. -- · -
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- _- _ width and its _e~fect on the pin loaded conditiono This results in a 
' ' 
very large_· tensile stress in the plate at the minimum cros·s, section · 
' 
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·at the top boundary of the· hple perpendicular to the lon·gitudinal axis·-
. .·.'-! • 
I 
• 
. - .. ' - :, .' 
·_ .. of the sheet -which .also de·creases very ·rapidly and_ becomes tension at 
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-
,. -. Theocaris gives test value_p for ~ ·sheet loacled by a 
fitting pin in a circular hole;·_---_- These stress con~.eritration factors' given 
in Table_ 6. are much -higher than thos·e given f9r the same. plate _ under 
· _· ·uniform tension. .Comparison of· T~hles 5 and 6 show· increases for· K ~. . ' . -
- ... 
. : . ---, K • parameter •. · Thus the following factors - are likely to b~ important 
. . . 
. 
·_ - - in pract·icat-·pin: loaded cases: ,pin clearance, edge distance, ~elative ·--- _-- · __ -_ . ·_. ' ·, ' ·, . ' 
.. ' . . . . 
' ///. 
'• ' 
... ;;, •. : .. :moduli of -pin and-_ sheet, -_~er resid~al stresses in any forced~ fit. ' .-- • • . -· •- , , ' . 
. -----------------'--~------~----~-:;7/-~/ '. - . , ___ .:.a-.:..:-~---_·· ____ ,_··. -- ·-·-. -. -~~-~-----...,..~-------. -----··:·-------------~-----:-~---
--- .··. 1.he simila5).~ between the eases discuss~Q and the eyebar head . ' •. ...: / . . . 







, holeo - - Acc9rding_to this -it -can -·be.--expected-=tl)at in --,an elasti-c mate~ial .. - · p 
. 
---
--·-;;: - . 
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with ~a;,,well-defined )iield-st:re-ss"that ftrst yieldi.n:g must start a-t the .. - ,/' . ' .' 
i,w( points situated on the boundary ()f the hole on an ·axis perpendicular . / . ', : . ,· . . ;;/' . . 
- - __ - --- :///' . to the dire~~-~-?~---~~----~)!~ ___ t_~p.~1_911.~---~-- ThiS-•-OCCU-r-s:- for- a pla:t·e· Ufider··unl-forni·· 
- :: -/-;/-· tension with a central circular hole at o:ne--thtrd of. the ·yield stress 
~.,,.,,, . ,-.. '• 
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Figure 35 shol-is the spreading of __ the. 
--·- ---- ------ --:-: ·- - - >-------::- --------~ -- --- --· ( . 
-----·· 
.. 
. in a ·tens ion · member~ Local yielding at the edge J:>_f _the hole -is- very-
. . 
. 
hard -to-observe because at first. it is practically restricted to two 
small areaso As the· -tensile stress gradually increase·s, yielding spreads 
- and tends to progress along two comparatively narrow strips symmetr:ically · 
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· degrees w~tn the. direction of tensiono This shape is- the exact same as ... 
shown in the eyebar head. after failure irf Fig;-·:276-~-,-----·.· ...... -_ ........ . 
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· 6. 2 Pin Clearance 
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• Th·e high value· of· the· stress. concentration factor due ,to ·the· ·. I 
C 
.-··;action of .the pin can be· seen from. previous·_ tests. and theory presented • 
. . The stress concentration factor varies. between wide limits and .. depends ·· 
I:. , -l-- ·----
···-·1 . ..f • ,,., . ····- • 
· ·. chie·fly .on the. amount -of clearance between the. pin and the hole and·· · 
h d . . f h N . b h . . . . 8' 11 t. e _urat1on o · t e test. . umerous. tests y ot er investigators 
.. 
· . show that the effect of clearance is to. weaken the member . p~rmitting 
. C, 
· the development of higher tensile stresses. 
.. ---·.:, .. - .. 
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The · weakening effect of -clearance- C'can be_ explained on tlte theory 
-- - - -- - --- ··------·····-----···-·"·- ··--·······-
. 
. that it permits local changes -~n the curvature at the .points· on the 
:·cireular-boundary lying. on a ·tine. normal~ to' ·the direction of the l_oads, .1---~ - -~-------
. thereby ~setting up 'tensile· 'stresses. 
·• 








·--.--~'---·--·--, .. -~-· · . ___ d_e_fo.rmed_.into ... an .. ova-1--under····-the-.. ·ac-tion-o·f--·~tensile~-fo-r-ces::;·-·~ana~-tlii"s"'fesults------------····:··,--· --•. -· . ' . . ' . t '.·-
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' . 
. · , ... 
• 1 •f . .... 
•• ft 
,, 
• in chax:iges, of curvature which are ·accom~anie_d by. ten,sile stres~-~~ on a_·~ 
<.• 
... · ·. 
·horizontal diameter. · . . ' ' . 
. ·. :. ; : . . . . 
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. that is,_ ;Use a perfect fit pin.· Experimental evidence shows that·. a 
.• 
little clearance i's more detripieiltal than a moderate press fit. 
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·Fa.tigu.e f'ailures in structural components· usually occur at 
., 
regions of high local.str~ss called stress concentrationso There are , 
·many p9t_ential sources of_ stress· concentration in a membero Some may be·· 
in the material i-tself, as metallur.gical. defects. Vari-at ions: in the .·. . .. ····-.--- -. _.,' . ---
· local stress may also. occ;ur at; ar_eas wher~ · previous . $0tressing or. cold 
· .. , . · . work has· produced residual stresses. 
.. An important ·contributor ·of stress con·centration is associated· · 
I ' • 
. with .the design ·configurc1tion and is considered a geometric stress con-
" :·.·:·, ., 
·•· centration. Since it is impossible to dlscuss here all the detailed 








.. ~ .. thegeotnetric stress concentration have ·been-considered. --·-··-·--- ~-,.c.c-· _. -··--· -. . ~ .. , ..... . ' 
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be ·1ocalized so· that most of the member remains ·elastic;·· - Ther.efore,: ... ·· . 
. - -----~---· --~---~·----,--- .. 
· · .. elastic stress --concentration factors cann.o·t be. expected·· to provide. all 
I! . information pertinent to. fatigue behavior. . .But they. are. important in · '· ' . 
- •· . 
. judging, the rel~tive seventy of various ·confi.gttrations.·• The local 
.. ~--··-· ·-·--···----· ------- ·----·· 
·c ·-- ····• ... -------··· •. -·-.. • • -· ..... -pla~·tic regions are very i~portant in this b~havior., because of. the higher 
·strai'n and lower stre·ss:.~.:~~!'_:_~~~ ·edge of the hole than elastic tg.eory. __ r ... 
' . 
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>, '\. -~., • ·· .. _-_: • -~,.·.Fatigu.e is usually ·not ·very significant for. standard bridge· 
. 
' 
. ·. ·'. .. ··: 
i . '•"'--~-:---eyebars where· the va~iat·iou-·-fn the·"-Iive load- s·tress·es are small compa:t;ed 
• 
. to the dead load stresso To date there has been -no major f~tigue studie·s 
in conjunction with eyebars, but compar~sons can be made wit:h the· fatigue.· · 
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'strength ·of lugs0. L~~~-,---,~!~~-P._~~ _!cQ.?_c:1~~._p_l_~tes __ of ____ cons.tan_t:--Width-cr· ----Ule-y-----· .---. r-~-:~ _ -_--- . .- ·-, l ------ - ~ - -- - - --~-- - -- _.......... - --· -
·- ----·--·-·.,_· __ -~--:---·---=--'--..:----·-:---~-:::.__ _ _;_---:---:-··-~·-·'"· .. :. __ -
----~---.. -----·~·---. -~ _· ~-----,-.--•--- -------- ' i· 
.... _ 
' ,_ . ,. 
. 
-- :-··-------,--·--~----~·-_·-·are ___ gen.-erally thicker· than .. eyebars. of similar propo~tions~ --SO that 
. . . 
• ~.v .-, conservative results for eyebar.design can be obta.inedo This _has been 
-
_· -·21 
·shown in. Heywo~d ~ s . te·st resu_l.ts where increasing ~he rati,.o · of . the -' . . - \ .. . ,' ,' 
.' ) .. ' 
. 
. . . thickn~ss of the lug to the diameter of the hole -h,ad -~considerably reduced-· 
. . ·.-r~ ···-· .. 
., 
the fatigue strength. _ 
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· Heywoqd has shown -besides pronounced size effects that· the 
:fati&'Ue strength_ of · 1ugs was primarily dependent on the ratio. of the· 
__ · ~ximum ~~r~ss to the av_erage stress on the net ·area at the minimum ---___ ---- - - --- - - . 
.section~ -, He has. plotted average S-N curves in- ·Fig. 36 ·for steel and 
I , 
.·.1 
--·:aluminuµi _~lloy lugs with a 1 inch diameter" .hole. and related ·this value 
. -· -· 
_-- __ to the fatigue strength of -any s,ize lug. -~-~ "t~nsile strength was ------~---
. ' . 
. 
---
_ _ be twe_~~--! OO ___ and __ 160 ___ ks t ____ fQ:r_:_tbe _____ s_t_eel.s--and---64-~---to:-----76-k---s-i-·-for---h-eat--t-.ri~af ea -• -------· ·-------·- -I -------··-·-___._-~~----- -... -
• "" 
, . aluminum alloys. . The major .-parameters, affecting the fatigue strength - .. 
-··-•··--- ---~-·. 
·- _, ___ . -
- .for various lugs were the stress ratio and the· hole diame_ter: •. _ .The - --
. - ... 
'\, 
· · - relationship is_ given by: - ' ' ' 
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-__ d is the diameter of 'the hole in inches. 
- K'' -is the ratio of the maximum stress divided by the 
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.·. The ·objective of th-is· investigation ··was ·':to- ·study c.th·e--stre·s·s·-
. :distribution in a full scale:. \>:1;idge member· .a11d determine ·the effects · 





· .of the pin loaded and pirt fit conditions in an eyebar_. The effects o·f 
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.. " : the stress concentration due to the a·bove conditions were ·exan1int1d -ro.··-~ ·· · · 
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. Ml analytical solu:tion by· the· finite el·ement method was·· 
·---·----- - . ·-·--·-------·····--··. . -·· --·~·-- ---···-- -.--
. developed to determine how the stress distribution within the elasti·~ \· 
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' . · · ·. range of the material·· could· be determined. for the pin fit ·condition. 
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experimental, photoelas~ic, or analyticai solution.s were really . · . -. ·-··-· -·:,·-·· .... - __ , ___ _. ... , .... 
.I -. 
.L ..... ·_·. · ·r·epresentative of .the performance of actual bridge size eyebars. · 
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Stress concentration· factors- obt-ained exper_imentally .correlated 
·well with model, photoelas'tic, and ·finite element studies. ·eurrent 
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